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ABSTRACT 

The diploma thesis deals with the concept of black womanhood in Toni Morrison’s fiction. 

The theoretical part introduces Toni Morrison in context of African-American literature. 

The main themes and topics of her novels are explored as well. The analytical part focuses 

on individual female characters in Morrison’s three novels - The Bluest Eye, Sula and Be-

loved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Toni Morrison is a well-acknowledged author not only in the United States, where 

she comes from, but all over the world as well. She has been part of the literary world for 

almost fifty years and even now, in her eighties, she is still an active writer. Despite the 

fact that African-American literature is sadly often neglected in Czech secondary school 

syllabi, Morrison’s name is well known among a large number of people.  

 The Nobel Prize winning novelist uses her own experience as a black woman to 

portray female characters that are truly three dimensional, intriguing, psychologically de-

tailed, free of any stereotypes which are often forced on them and, most importantly, hu-

man. It was her compelling writing that caught my attention while reading The Bluest Eye 

for the first time and made me want to read more of her books. Eventually it led me to 

picking this particular topic for my thesis. 

 The aim of my diploma thesis is to analyze the female characters of Toni Morri-

son’s novels The Bluest Eye, Sula and Beloved. The reason why I chose these three books 

in particular is the large amount of female characters of diverse personalities in each of 

them. I will be dealing with their individual characteristics, primarily paying attention to 

the feminine aspect and its relation to race, as well as comparing them to each other. I will 

also focus on the relationships between the characters in each of the three books. 

 The first chapter is focused on African-American women writers in general. Toni 

Morrison is only one of many black female authors in American literature. I will introduce 

some other significant women writers who contributed to African-American literature as 

well, including the popular Alice Walker or Maya Angelou. The connecting link between 

the writers will also be explored. 

 The next chapter is revolved around Toni Morrison, her life and literary work. In-

formation about her background, early life and education is provided and her journey to 

become a worldwide famous writer is depicted. Her literary work is also listed in this chap-

ter. 

 The main topics of Toni Morrison’s novels are covered in the third chapter. I will 

introduce her writing style and deal with the most significant features of her books and the 

recurring themes that are common for her literary work. Specifically, I will focus on the 

topics of race and femininity and issues belonging in the African-American tradition, such 
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as motherhood and folklore. Furthermore, I will demonstrate them on the three selected 

books. 

 The last part of the thesis is concentrated on the analysis of the female characters of 

the novels The Bluest Eye, Sula and Beloved. A brief plot summary of the books will be 

included at the beginning of each chapter to explain the context. Firstly, I will focus on The 

Bluest Eye and its women characters. The most attention is paid to the main character Pe-

cola, who struggles as a black girl living in a world where Shirley Temple is the epitome of 

beauty. The relationships between the female characters play a very important part in The 

Bluest Eye, just like they do in the next book, Sula. This story follows a friendship between 

Nel, a good girl raised in an orderly house, and Sula, her polar opposite, who fights the 

stereotypes that are being forced on black women. Finally, I will analyze and compare the 

characters in Morrison’s most popular and well-known novel, Beloved. This book concen-

trates on three generations of women - grandmother called Baby Suggs, her daughter-in-

law Sethe and her daughter Denver. Moreover, a new mysterious woman Beloved intrudes 

in their lives and changes them greatly. The story deals with the question of family and the 

lengths a mother will go to provide for her children. 
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1 AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN WRITERS 

 The following chapter provides an overview of the history of black female Ameri-

can writers who have earned their place in the literary spotlight. They are chronologically 

put in the historical context starting with works of slaves leading up to contemporary litera-

ture.  

 

“If there’s a book you really want to read, 

but it hasn’t been written yet, then you must write it.”                                                                                                  

– Toni Morrison (Hult, 2015) 

 

 African-American literature is only marginally represented in the curriculums in 

Czech secondary schools as a part of world literature, which is rather unfortunate as it 

makes a large separate branch of American literature. Just like Asian, Native-American, 

Chicano or Jewish literature, black literature is as important as the one produced by white 

people because it provides valuable information about historical events and gives people 

better understanding of different cultures and experiences as well as an opportunity to learn 

from history. 

 African-American literature has developed in parallel with white literature ever 

since the late 18th century. It is integrated in the American literature as a whole, however 

the texts produced by black writers significantly differ from the literature written by their 

white counterparts. For black writers, writing was not only a pleasant way to escape from 

reality, it was a way to address the institutional racism and resist slavery and discrimina-

tion as well as fight for freedom and break stereotypes. It is however important to empha-

size that most of these issues can be and are dealt with in contemporary literature as well. 

As Miller (2016, p. 5) points out, the horrors of slavery are so deeply rooted in African-

American heritage that even now, a century and a half later, black people who were born 

long after it was abolished can feel the effects of it. And there is no other group of people 

who can express the feeling of inferiority and injustice better than African-American 

women. 

 Black women have always been a very specific group in the American society 

throughout the history. Especially in the 19th century when they had to face the struggles of 
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not only being black, which was considered an inferior race at the time, but they were also 

oppressed due to their gender. 

 At this time period, the white male supremacy dominated literature as well. Thus, 

female characters, and black female characters in particular, were written from the men's 

point of view and did not have a voice of their own. African-American men could share 

their views on being black in a predominantly white society but they could not depict the 

female aspect in their writing.  Ultimately, it was black women who portrayed the true 

black female experience in their works accurately. 

 The first published literary work written by a black woman dates back to 1773. It 

was a collection of poems by a slave called Phyllis Wheatley. She was brought from Africa 

and sold to a wealthy Bostonian who bought her to serve his family. She proved to be a 

natural talent as she learned how to read and write in a short time. The family supported 

her poetry writing which helped her publish her collection Poems on Various Subjects, 

Religious and Moral (Asante, Abarry, 1996, p. 220). 

 Wheatley’s poems were followed by so called slave narratives in the 19th century, 

autobiographical accounts of escaped slaves. One of them was written by Harriet Jacobs, a 

literate slave who published her story as Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861), in 

which she speaks out against the sexual abuse female slaves had to face. She was a power-

ful and strong activist who fought racism and discrimination her whole life (Rodriguez, 

2007, p. 267). Harriet Jacob's narrative has a very important place in American literature. It 

is a proof of the terrible struggles she and other black women had to go through at the time 

of slavery. 

 Simultaneously with slave narratives, autobiographical spiritual narratives were 

published. They were mostly written by women evangelists, preachers, missionaries and 

spiritual leaders who used their religious beliefs and the Bible to protest white supremacy 

and false piety “as it was used as a pretext for oppression“ (Moody, 2003, p. 10). The best 

known representatives of such narratives were the devoted Christians Zilpha Elaw, Maria 

Stewart who was also a controversial public speaker (along with race related speeches, she 

also called out the “promiscuous” audience, consisting of black and white people, in one of 

her speeches), Jarena Lee, Nancy Prince (Page, 2007, p. 182, 536, 366, 477) and most im-

portantly Sojourner Truth – a preacher, an abolitionist and a women’s rights activist who 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poems_on_Various_Subjects,_Religious_and_Moral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poems_on_Various_Subjects,_Religious_and_Moral
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participated  in Civil War and even campaigned for Lincoln’s re-election (Painter, 1998, p. 

4). 

 The first African-American novel was titled Our Nig (1859) and was written by a 

free black woman called Harriet Wilson. It is a slave narrative combined with a sentimen-

tal novel. It contains autobiographical elements with fiction and its main theme is the racial 

injustice and its consequences for all black people. (Knight, 2003, p.428) 

 The abolition of slavery at the end of Civil War in1865 marks a huge milestone for 

all African-Americans. By no means did it mean their lives would become instantly perfect 

but it was a massive leap forward in having more hopeful future, although, as historical 

records prove, it would take another hundred years to get there. The era which followed 

Civil War immediately was called the Reconstruction. It was a brief period during which 

African-Americans gained a voice in government. However, the backlash from white 

Southerners soon led to restoration of white supremacy in the South by establishing “Jim 

Crow” segregation, which ordered black people to use separate hospitals, schools, public 

transportation, banned them from having mixed marriages and restricted their voting rights 

(Gorman, Eaglestone, 2019). This all, however, did not prevent black women from contin-

uing writing.  

 In literature, journalism gained more popularity at the time with Jannie Carter as 

one of the prominent journalists. She covered topics such as slavery and racism and also 

paid attention to politics and the subject of women's suffrage. Newspapers were a place for 

women to publish their fiction, essays and poems. 

 These literary genres were also the focus of Frances Ellen Watkins Harper. Harper 

had one of the strongest voices among black women in the late 19th century. She was a 

civil rights and women’s rights activist, a member of numerous abolitionist societies and a 

public speaker. In her speeches, she addressed the differences in race, class and gender 

(Logan, 1999, 44-45). 

 African-American literature as well as other cultural fields such as art and music 

flourished in the period from the 1920s to the 1930s. This period known as Harlem Renais-

sance had a massive impact on the way the world viewed black people as many of them 

migrated from the rural South to the urban industrial North, and therefore entered the cul-

turally richer society and black talent became recognized on an international level. New 

opportunities were given to talented black artists as they participated in free spirited inter-
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racial events, and from their perspective Harlem Renaissance was a way to racial equality. 

This reflected in the literary work of the era which was more optimistic and celebrated 

blackness without shame. Black literature was no longer solely read by black people, it 

started to penetrate mainstream literature and increased curiosity about black culture 

among white people (Washington, 2001, p. 14). 

 One of the most significant women writers of the Harlem Renaissance was writer 

and folklorist Zora Neale Hurston. Her work was not well received at the beginning of her 

career by other black people. They complained about Hurston caricaturing black people 

and focusing on the lighter side of life instead of depicting the harsh truth. However, with 

time, her writing, including her most famous novel Their Eyes Were Watching God found 

its place in the world literature and became an American classic (Aberjhani, West, p. 165). 

 The Civil Rights Movement period was another significant milestone in African-

American history. In culture, it interweaved with Black Arts Movement which produced 

numerous prolific male writers as well as some talented female authors, including the poets 

Nikki Giovanni, Sonia Sanchez and Gwendolyn Brooks, who was the first black woman 

ever to receive a Pulitzer Prize for her book of poems Annie Allen. They were some of the 

active protesters against the segregation, using their poetry to support black community. 

Brooks in particular puts emphasis on the responsibility of writers and the awareness of the 

audience (Smith, Wynn, 2009, p. 18). 

 Black literature finally became properly acknowledged by white audience too in the 

1970s. African-American literature as a genre became a legitimate part of the mainstream 

American literature. During this time, prominent black women writers, who have since 

gained worldwide recognition, came into the literary spotlight. Not only did they achieve 

fame but a lot of their work was also awarded. Women were the dominant leaders of this 

new generation of writers. 

 One of the successful authors that belong to contemporary African-American litera-

ture was Maya Angelou. She was a black civil rights campaigner and a close friend of the 

Civil Rights Movement leading men Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X (Sickles, 

2010, p. 9). She is most known for her autobiographies, including I Know Why the Caged 

Bird Sings (1969), which are once again revolved around the life trauma of a black woman 

growing up without basic human rights. Moreover, she deals with topics such as family 

and motherhood, sexual abuse, spirituality and identity. 
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 Some of the African-American women felt the lack of representation in literature 

and started digging in the past which resulted in rediscovering of some old works by the 

19th and early 20th century writers. Alice Walker, for example, brought back the interest in 

Zora Neale Hurston’s novel Their Eyes Were Watching God which was neglected at the 

time. Walker was a self-proclaimed “womanist” which was essentially a term for a black 

feminist who primarily focuses on black women issues. Her most notable novel is The 

Color Purple (1982) - a story about overcoming sexual and racial oppression and finding 

success and happiness. Walker was the first black woman to be awarded the Pulitzer Prize 

for fiction (Sickles, 2010, p. 12). 

 Toni Morrison, a Nobel Prize winner, touches on the theme of self-hatred and 

colorism in her debut novel The Bluest Eye (1970). In her most popular novel Beloved, she 

brings up slavery to the front. Morrison’s literary work will be dealt with in the following 

chapter. 

 Since the 70s, African-American literature has expanded greatly. It has spread into 

all genres exploring all kinds of topics, such as race, sexuality, technology, religion, poli-

tics, cultural identity etc. As it always has been, the book subjects reflect current events. 

Most recently, for example, it has been the issue of police shooting directed at black citi-

zens, which is the topic of Angie Thomas’s novel The Hate You Give (2017). 

 To sum up, ever since the slave era, black womanhood has been the main subject of 

African-American women writers’ work. Black women have always had to fight for some-

thing – their freedom, their rights, their place in a dominantly male world, their success. 

Race has been the theme that defined black literature but it was also interpersonal relation-

ships that became a major subject of it: relationships between men and women, mothers 

and daughters, friends, a woman and God, as well as connection between the heroine and 

her ancestors. Literature became a way for black people to share their experience and cele-

brate their blackness.  The 70s brought a new generation of black women writers who ex-

plored the psychological side of the female characters in their novels and did not simply 

write them as victims, but on the contrary, they were written as complete, flawed, vulnera-

ble human beings, trying to find their place in the society.  
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2 TONI MORRISON - LIFE AND LITERARY WORK 

 In the following chapter I will introduce Toni Morrison, firstly by looking into her 

childhood and then I will pay attention to her journey of becoming a globally acknowl-

edged author, as well as her accomplishments and published writings. 

Toni Morrison has been in the centre of African-American contemporary literature 

ever since she first started writing in her thirties. She is considered one of the most influen-

tial women in the United States. She is an author of several novels, plays, children's books 

and non-fiction literary works, as well as an editor, teacher and a professor emeritus at the 

prestigious Ivy League Princeton University. 

 Morrison was born Chloe Ardelia Wofford on the 18th of February 1931 in the 

small town called Lorain in the north-eastern Ohio as the second of four children. In the 

thirties the United states were dealing with the Great Depression which put millions out of 

work and which also had an impact on the Woffords as they struggled financially at the 

time (Hinds, 2012, p. 13). According to Li (2010, p. 1), there was a time the family could 

not afford the rent which led to the landlord setting their apartment on fire. They moved 

several times during Morrison's childhood. Morrison decided to set her first novel The Blu-

est Eye in the times of Great Depression and use her own experience with poverty for her 

writing. 

 Both Morrison's parents were born in the South where racial segregation was en-

forced and the living conditions became dangerous for black people. Due to the fact, their 

families moved north during the Great Migration. Toni, or Chloe, as that is the name Mor-

rison was called by back then, attended an integrated school. In spite of the school being 

opened to black children as well as the white ones, she was the only African-American 

pupil in her class and had to face racism from the early youth. Moreover, her parents and 

grandparents told her stories about their own experience with violence against black people 

and the horrible way they have been treated by their white neighbours. Morrison later used 

this experience, as well as other stories, such as those about ghosts of her deceased rela-

tives and other spiritual themes her parents talked to her about, for her writing. 

 In 1949 Morrison graduated with honours from Lorain High School. She was pas-

sionate about literature since she was a child so it only made sense she found a job in a 

local library during her high school years. She worked as a secretary to the librarian. Later 

the town named a reading room in the library the Toni Morrison room (Li, 2010, p. 6). 
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 She continued her studies at Howard University in Washington DC and just like in 

elementary school and high school, she was one of the best students there. She joined the 

theatre group at Howard and college was also where she earned the nickname „Toni“. She 

received her B.A. degree in 1953 and two years later she graduated from Cornell Univer-

sity with a Master of Arts degree in English. After finishing her studies she started teach-

ing, first at Texas Southern University and then also at Howard (Morrison, 2008, p. 19). 

 In 1958, Toni got married to a Jamaican architect Harold Morrison with whom she 

has two sons (Hinds, 2012, p.17). However, the marriage only lasted for six years and 

Morrison moved to New York to become an editor until the early 1980s when she left the 

job to become a full-time writer. 

 The real breakthrough in her career happened in 1970, which was the year her de-

but novel The Bluest Eye was published. In the following years she wrote several other 

novels including Sula (1973), Song of Solomon (1977) or Tar Baby (1981). To this day, 

Morrison's most acclaimed novel is Beloved, which was published in 1987. It won numer-

ous literary awards including the prestigious Pulitzer Prize. In 2006 The New York Times 

named the novel the best work of American fiction of the last 25 years. Beloved was also 

adapted into a film of the same name. Toni Morrison reached the peak of her career in 

1993 when she received the Nobel Prize in Literature as the first African-American woman 

in history. 

 As of 2019, Morrison published several other novels, including Jazz (1992), Para-

dise (1997), Love (2003), A Mercy (2008), Home (2012) and most recently God Help the 

Child (2015). Apart from writing novels, she is also an author of books for children, plays 

and song lyrics. Over the years she has received over thirty awards, nominations and hon-

orary titles. 

 Morrison contributed to the African-American literature on a huge scale as she ex-

clusively focuses on black experience in her novels. Her books frequently include topics 

such as slavery, life of African-American people after the abolition of slavery, oppression 

and violence. The main characters of her novels are often black women struggling with 

their own identity. 
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3 MAIN TOPICS OF MORRISON'S NOVELS 

 The following chapter deals with the main themes and topics of Toni Morrison’s 

novels which often recur in her books. Namely, it is the theme of blackness and racism, 

womanhood and sexuality, motherhood, quest for identity and folklore and myth. More-

over it is explored how these themes are represented in The Bluest Eye, Sula and Beloved. 

3.1 Blackness and racism  

 Unlike many other writers, Toni Morrison is fine with being labelled as a “black 

writer“ and she is quite clear about who her books are meant for.  In her interview for The 

Guardian (2015), Morrison says: „I'm writing for black people, in the same way Tolstoy 

was not writing for me, a 14 year-old coloured girl from Lorain, Ohio.“ Morrison is com-

pletely unapologetic about writing solely about and for black people. She adds, with a ref-

erence to comments made by a critic: “I don’t have to apologise or consider myself limited 

because I don’t [write about white people] – which is not absolutely true, there are lots of 

white people in my books. The point is not having the white critic sit on your shoulder and 

approve it.“ 

In her literary work, Toni Morrison predominantly focuses on her African-

American heritage. As a black woman who grew up in the United States of America in the 

time of segregation, she drew inspiration for her novels from her own experience. She even 

set her debut novel The Bluest Eye in her home town Lorain, Ohio. Moreover, she used the 

stories her father, mother and grandmother told her as sources for her literary work. Her 

parents and grandparents, who all grew up under different circumstances, have had a major 

influence on her writing. Morrison often goes back in history for example to write about 

slavery and post-slavery era and even though the characters and stories are mostly fic-

tional, it is because of her ancestry her books have a feeling of authenticity to them. 

Whether the story takes place in the nineteenth century or in the 1930s, there is al-

ways apparent racial tension between black and white people depicted. Morrison explores 

the life African-Americans had to live under the oppression and the way they were treated 

and dehumanized by white people. In Sula, for example, they are manipulated to live in a 

place in the hills of infertile soil and undesirable neighbourhood because the land they 

were promised was occupied by whites. Morrison clearly refers to the history of white 

people taking over properties that does not belong to them from time immemorial. 
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In Beloved, the subject of the traumatic and devastating effect of slavery on black 

people is brought up. The main character Sethe is quite literally haunted by her past and 

feels the oppression even after gaining freedom. Nevertheless, Morrison does not portray 

white people as one-dimensional altogether cruel beings either, which is shown in the part 

of the novel where Sethe meets a white girl who helps her escape. 

As far as the subject of race is concerned, Morrison discusses the racial issues 

within the black community as well. People are divided by class as well as the tone of their 

skin. The Bluest Eye points out the colorism (aka discrimination of light-skinned black 

people against dark-skinned people; Tharps, 2016) which is rooted in the European beauty 

standards. The main character is shamed for her dark skin and blames the lack of love from 

her community on her colour. She does not even find sympathy from her mother who feels 

more comfortable in her white racist employer’s house than with her family. 

In conclusion race plays a significant part in all Toni Morrison’s novels. She ex-

plores various struggles black people had to face whether it is the oppression coming from 

whites or the inner fight of an individual who is disconnected from a community in one 

way or another. 

3.2 Womanhood and sexuality 

 For openers, it is worth mentioning that in spite of largely focusing on female char-

acters and their mentality, Toni Morrison rejects to be called a feminist. Firstly, she points 

out that there is a huge difference between white feminists and black feminists. In her in-

terview with Christopher Bolen for Interview Magazine (2012) she explains that the two 

groups were fighting different fights. While white woman put emphasis on not being 

forced into having children, for black women, such as Margaret Garden, the escaped slave 

who Sethe from Beloved was based on, having children they could raise themselves was 

kind of a blessing. Moreover, white feminists only fought for their rights, they were “al-

ways having very important meetings, but leaving their maids behind“ (Morrison for Inter-

view Magazine, 2012).  

 Secondly, the reason why she does not like to be called a feminist is that she wants 

to stay free in her imagination as much as possible and does not wish for the readers to be 

discouraged by thinking her novels are “feminist tracts“ (Morrison, 2008). 
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 Regardless, her books definitely have feminist undertone as the focus in her novels 

is put mainly on black women, who are to this day perhaps the most discriminated against 

group. She writes about their struggle with racial oppression and sexual oppression as well 

as stereotyping, violation of womanhood, their search for identity et cetera. She explores 

the relationships within the black community, between men and women, mothers and 

daughters, friends, and how these relationships develop in a world dominated by white 

people. 

 Morrison does not shy away from the topic of sexuality, sexism, rape and even in-

cest. The latter is an important subject of her first novel The Bluest Eye, along with the loss 

of innocence. Several characters in the book have their first sexual experience which goes 

horribly in all cases. Frieda is groped by Henry but is comforted by her loving parents, 

Pecola, on the other hand, experiences a much more terrifying first sexual encounter, when 

she is raped by her own father. We also get to know Cholly’s first sexual experience which 

is utterly humiliating and a reason for Cholly’s growing hate and violent behaviour to-

wards women. Morrison makes a point about young black girls being viewed as ugly for 

the colour of their skin while at the same time being wrongfully sexualized and thus 

robbed of their childhood.  

 In Beloved, sexual violence plays a major role in the story as it is one of the factors 

that shaped some of the main characters. As Staples (2006, p. 19) points out, black women 

often served as sexual objects  in the slave era and it was rather common for white men to 

force them to give up their bodies. Moreover, it was also black men who were sexually 

abused and exploited. In Beloved, the character of Paul D. has experienced sexual abuse 

from his owner and thus understands sex to be means of power and control and uses it to 

secure his place in Sethe’s home (Morrison, 1973, p. 53). Even Beloved later uses sex to 

gain control over Paul D. and to drive him away. 

 Sethe’s mother abandoned her child that was born as a result of rape out of disgust 

and Sethe herself, marked by the trauma she had to endure, kills her child so she would not 

have to go through the same experience. Morrison gives us a clear picture of how black 

women were viewed by slave owners as nothing but instruments for breast-feeding and 

birthing more workers and how their bodies were violated by them, which is presented in 

the passage where Sethe is assaulted and her breast milk is stolen by Schoolteacher (Morri-

son, 1973, p. 8). This dehumanization of black women is also shown in The Bluest Eye in 

the part where Pauline is in a hospital to give birth and the doctor compares her to a horse, 
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because they do not feel pain during delivery either. The doctor then proceeds to talk to a 

white woman, ignoring Pauline completely and leaving her with no information about her 

delivery whatsoever (Morrison, 1970, p. 125). 

 In Sula, Morrison emphasizes the difference between the two main characters, Sula 

and Nel, in regards to their sexuality. Sula is sexually liberated, she seeks out relationships 

with married men and eventually seduces Nel’s husband too. She finds this kind of behav-

iour normal because of her upbringing. Nel, on the other hand, is much more conservative 

in relationships with men. She quickly settles down, gets married and becomes a good 

mother for this is the morally right life any woman is supposed to live according to the 

society. From Nel’s perspective, the main purpose of having sex is to create family while 

Sula sees pleasure in it (Rodriguez, p. 13). Sula breaks stereotypes of a submissive woman 

in a patriarchal relationship. She takes power over men instead of obeying them, in contrast 

to her mother, who “made the man feel as though he were complete and wonderful just as 

he was” (Morrison, 1973, p. 43). She owns her sexuality and for that she represents “the 

bad” for the community, while the well-mannered Nel who does not own it, represents “the 

good.”  

3.3 Motherhood 

 According to O’Reilly (2004, p. 4), motherhood is valued greatly in African-

American culture. Black mothers’ main goal is to protect their children, who are bound to 

grow up in a racist and sexist world, empower them and teach them how to protect them-

selves. In addition, it is through mothers that children learn about their cultural and histori-

cal values which are extremely important for preserving the African-American heritage 

(O’Reilly, 2004, p. 12). Motherhood was also a way for women to gain some kind of 

power which black women lacked in almost every aspect.  

 Motherhood is a theme that plays a significant part in all three Morrison’s novels I 

will be focusing on. She explores this theme from numerous points of view as manifested 

below. 

 Firstly, in The Bluest Eye, Morrison explores the darker side of motherhood, which 

is how devastating the consequences of a toxic mother-daughter relationship can be. 

Pauline projects her own self-loathing onto her daughter Pecola who just like her mother 

believes only white skin is beautiful. In fact, it begins as soon as Pecola is born, with 
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Pauline saying: “I knowed she was ugly. Head full of pretty hair, but Lord she was ugly.” 

(Morrison, 1970, p. 126). Pauline manifests motherly love only with the white child whose 

family house she works at. Moreover, she does so in front of Pecola, which results in her 

feeling unloved and unattractive and desiring blue eyes and eventually drives her insane. 

 This all stands in contrast to Frieda and Claudia’s mother, who is very caring, albeit 

rather strict. For example, there is a passage about Claudia remembering the time she was 

ill and her mother took care of her, which has a rather warm feeling to it. In contrast, 

Pauline not only does not feel sympathy towards Pecola after she is brutally raped by 

Cholly, she beats her on top of that. The difference between the two approaches to mother-

hood is very palpable in this novel.  

 Although the friendship between Sula and Nel lies in the centre of Sula (1973), the 

mother-daughter relationships are key in this novel as well. Morrison points out the impor-

tance of mother’s influence on her daughter. The oldest of the Peace women, Eva, has 

quite a distant relationship with her daughter Hannah. Eva is portrayed as a mother who is 

willing to do anything for her children. She later even goes as far as setting her own son on 

fire to rescue him from his heroin addiction. Her other children, especially Hannah, strug-

gle to understand her actions. Due to Eva’s ability to provide material needs for her chil-

dren but not emotional connection, love and empathy, Hannah and Sula also do not possess 

any caretaking skills. In addition, none of the Peace women is able to maintain a romantic 

relationship. There is especially a similarity between Hannah and Sula who keep having 

affairs with married men. 

 Nel, who is seemingly the opposite of Sula, deals with the same problem with her 

mother Helen at core. Helen, ashamed of her upbringing, obsessively controls Nel’s life 

and as a result becomes emotionally distant just like Eva and Hannah. Moreover, both Nel 

and Sula’s influence of their mothers affects their future lives as Nel follows Helen’s ex-

ample and marries well and has children, while Sula similarly to her mother, refuses to 

submit herself to conventional life. 

 In Beloved, the theme of motherhood plays a crucial role. For this novel, Morrison 

chose to depict a mother in the time of slavery, who simply cannot create a real bond with 

her children as it is disrupted by slavery from the very beginning. The emphasis is put on 

the importance of breast-feeding as an essential part of the mother-child bond. Demetrako-

poulos (1992) points out the paradox that occurs in Sethe’s story, where she loves her chil-

dren so much she would rather see them dead than living in the abhorrent reality. Accord-
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ing to Mock (1996), Morrison also deals with the issue of ownership. Sethe has a very 

strong maternal instinct and considers her children to be an integral part of herself and 

claims ownership of them, however she is a slave and therefore cannot own anything, not 

even her children and as we find out, not even her breast milk. Sethe is constantly haunted 

by her past, most recently by Beloved, the reincarnation of her daughter she killed with the 

intention to protect her. Even as a free woman, she cannot escape oppression, this time 

from Beloved, who gets excessively attached to her. 

3.4 Quest for identity 

 The identity issue related to African-American people is rooted deep in history 

when they were first forcibly taken from their native land and brought to America. It is due 

to slavery and its inhumane treatment of people that today’s black Americans are lacking 

information about their origin.  

 Long after slavery was abolished, African-Americans were still trying to cope with 

the question of freedom. Since this basic human need was denied to them for such a long 

period of time, they struggled to find their true self. Black women in particular had to deal 

with numerous forms of oppression. They had to fight racial discrimination, beauty stan-

dards or sexual abuse to name a few (Beaulieu, 2003, p. 169). Moreover, there were stereo-

types African-Americans could not really escape that made it hard for them to build their 

own identity. 

 As Beaulieu (2003) points out, Toni Morrison largely focuses on how the charac-

ters approach life - whether they intend to spend it living in shadows, suppressing their 

identities or live wholly and fight the oppression. 

 This can be easily demonstrated on the characters Pecola and Claudia in The Bluest 

Eye. They both have to face the prejudice that comes with their physical appearance and 

their poor background. The internalized beauty standards are visible throughout the whole 

book. Whether it is Claudia’s white dolls, Pauline’s idealization of the white family she 

works for and white film stars or the encounter with light-skinned well-dressed child who 

makes the girls feel inferior. However, unlike Claudia, who recognizes the danger of intra-

racism and judgment based on wealth and refuses to succumb to self-hatred, Pecola is ul-

timately destroyed by the white norms that define society. Her unrealistic desire for blue 

eyes, as a way to be loved and accepted, leads her to insanity (Beaulieu, 2003, p. 170). 
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 Quest for identity is a crucial theme in Sula. The main character’s personality is 

affected by overhearing her own mother saying she does not love her. As a result, Sula 

learns how to live independently. She loses the sense of belonging and feels separated from 

the community. She knows she and Nel are “neither white nor male, and that all freedom 

and triumph was forbidden to them” (Morrison, 1973, p. 52) and decides to rebel against 

the social norms. Later in the story, she even answers her grandmother’s question about 

marriage and babies as follows: “I don’t want to make somebody else. I want to make me” 

(Morrison, 1973, p. 92). Freedom, which was such a precious thing for a black woman, 

becomes Sula’s primary interest. She does not care about anyone but herself and shows no 

remorse when she indirectly causes the death of a young boy, watches her mother being 

burned without helping her or when she sleeps with her best friend’s husband. Her longing 

for independence and freedom leave her with no sense of responsibility and as a result she 

becomes the town’s pariah and eventually dies alone (Nelson, 1999, p. 336).  

 In Beloved, Sethe’s identity is entirely defined by slavery or more specifically white 

people. Slaves were stripped of their own identity along with their humanity. She became a 

victim of both racial and sexual abuse and even after establishing new home, Sethe cannot 

escape the marks slavery left on her, neither can she stop thinking about her daughter she 

murdered in order to protect her. Sethe connects her self-identity with motherhood: “The 

best thing she was, was her children” (Morrison, 1987, p. 251). Her real search for identity 

begins with the arrival of Beloved who is a link between her past and present. Her appear-

ance opens Sethe’s old wounds and forces her to cope with her past and ultimately under-

stand herself. Consequently, Sethe’s quest for identity also helps shape Denver’s own iden-

tity and personality, which was until then defined by her mother’s experience. 

3.5  Folklore and myth 

 According to Beaulieu (2003), African mythology plays a significant role in Afri-

can-American writing. Toni Morrison is no exception. She uses mythical elements in her 

stories as a spiritual connection between the characters and their ancestors as well as points 

out the differences between African tradition and life of black people in the United States 

at the time.  These elements are heavily featured in Beloved as well as Morrison’s other 

books. By including African mythology in her work, Morrison pays homage to the conti-

nent of Africa, the home of her ancestors and ancestors of African-Americans in general, 
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who were forcefully brought to America, and also their wisdom, which they passed down 

on to their children. 

 Folklore is an essential part of Morrison’s novels because she, just like many other 

African-American writers, uses it as a connecting link between “the ways of knowing lost 

in the violence of slavery, and the world that enslaved Africans insisted on making for 

themselves in America against all odds” (Irele, Jeyifo, p. 136). Folklore was the basis of 

African-American literature as oral tradition was the only way for the majority of slaves to 

pass their important values forward.  

 Morrison takes old phrases, stories, myths and uses them in her work to connect the 

old traditions with new communities. In addition she writes in African-American Vernacu-

lar English which might be challenging to read, especially for a non-native speaker, but 

helps the readers emotionally connect and relate with the stories and the characters and 

also gives the stories a hint of genuineness. Her writing involves merging fiction with oral 

tradition. According to Morrison, it is important to involve the reader, who supplies the 

emotions, some of the colour and some of the sound while participating in the story (Har-

ris, 1991). 

 Cultural beliefs as a major aspect of African-American folklore play a significant 

part in The Bluest Eye. The story essentially revolves around the old myth that black means 

ugly and unworthy and poor means lesser, which was invented by white supremacists and 

has spread through black communities as well.   

 The Bluest Eye also includes magical elements. In an interview with Mel Watkins 

(Morrison, 1994, p. 46), Morrison explains that superstition is part of black folklore. Be-

lieving in magic and ghosts belongs to their heritage. In this novel it is represented in 

Claudia and Frieda’s belief that their marigolds would help save Pecola’s baby. Pecola 

herself believes she can have blue eyes and in order to get them, she visits Soaphead 

Church. In this particular part, Morrison sort of ridicules the magical aspect of African-

American folklore and the naivety of the girl. In a way, Pecola’s story of a young girl who 

is wishing for blue eyes might even seem like a fairy tale material. Nevertheless, unlike the 

ugly duckling and other fairy tale characters, Pecola’s quest for love and acceptance 

clashes with the cruel reality and she gets the opposite of a happy ending.  

 Morrison’s fiction has got enormous depth to it. Apart from combining literature 

with oral tradition and folklore, she is also fascinated by Greek mythology and creates 
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many parallels between her fiction and old Greek myths. In her study, Karen Stein (2009, 

p. 47) remarks the similarities between The Bluest Eye and the Demeter – Persephone 

myth, in which Persephone is raped and abducted by Hades and her mother Demeter 

causes soil infertility in the process of mourning. Similarly, Claudia and Frieda plant the 

seeds in hope to protect Pecola’s baby but they do not grow either. The most striking dif-

ference here is the reactions of the mothers Demeter and Pauline. While Demeter searches 

for her daughter, Pauline beats hers and pushes her further away. 

 The mythical undertone of Sula begins with the very first sentence of the book 

which reminds us of the well-worn “once upon a time” phrase that we can find at the be-

ginning of many fairy tales (Bloom, 1999, p. 106). “In that place, where they tore the 

nightshade and blackberry patches from their roots to make room for the Medallion City 

Golf Course, there was once a neighbourhood.” (Morrison, 1973, p. 3). While her first 

novel was set in the real town of Lorain, in her second one Morrison establishes a fictitious 

place ironically called the Bottom which she describes in a very vibrant fairy tale-like way 

on the first pages. However, just like in The Bluest Eye, it is soon revealed that the reality 

differs greatly from any fairy tale. 

 In terms of myths and folklore, Sula primarily concentrates on putting opposites 

against each other. The question of good and evil, which is an essential element of African-

American folklore, plays a significant role in the novel. Moreover, Morrison explores the 

relationship between an individual and community. Other opposites, such as presence and 

absence or love and hate are also represented in the story. 

 Stein (2009, p. 55) points out the mythical symbols in Sula: numerous deaths 

caused by fire and water, dreams, signs and marks. Sula’s birthmark, for example, is inter-

preted in numerous ways throughout the novel. 

 The ending of the novel suggests Morrison’s belief in the spiritual world of after-

life. Sula literally describes her feelings at the moment of her death: “She noticed that she 

was not breathing, that her heart had stopped completely. A crease of fear touched her 

breast, for any second there was sure to be a violent explosion in her brain, a grasping for 

breath. Then she realized, or rather sensed, that there was not going to be any pain. She 

was not breathing because she didn’t have to. Her body did not need oxygen. She was 

dead. Sula felt her face smiling. ‘Well, I’ll be damned,’ she thought, ‘it didn’t even hurt. 

Wait’ll I tell Nel.’” (Morrison, 1973, p. 149). 
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 Toni Morrison based Sethe’s character in Beloved on a real story of a runaway 

slave Margaret Garner who killed her own daughter rather than allowed her to be enslaved. 

Sethe is later haunted by the ghost of the dead baby who eventually returns in a physical 

form disguised as a woman called Beloved. Based on these aspects, one could classify Be-

loved as a gothic novel. The ghost ties Sethe’s past to her present, highlighting the fact that 

her mind is still very much occupied by slavery and she has not managed to cope with the 

trauma the oppression has caused her.   

 Baby Suggs is another character who has died prior to the events of the novel but 

whose spirit lives on. Not only is she frequently present in the flashbacks but she also ap-

pears as a ghost to Denver in order to give her advice and help her to overcome her fear. 

Beaulieu (2003, p. 2) points out that in African-American folklore “a female often holds a 

leadership role in this ancestor community, even taking on a goddess-like quality” and in 

this particular case Baby Suggs is the leading personality. She is also the character closest 

to her African roots. Taking on the role of a preacher, she helps other black women and 

men to find their spirituality, self-love and emotional stability. It is her leadership that 

helps Denver unite the women in the community to exorcise Beloved’s ghost and ease 

Sethe’s mind as a result. 

 If The Bluest Eye bore a similarity to Persephone’s myth, then it is not farfetched to 

look for a Greek myth parallel in Beloved as well. Seth’s murderous act could be compared 

to Medea’s. However, in contrast to Medea, who killed her children as a revenge on Jason, 

Sethe’s motive seems much more sympathetic as it is simply a result of her undying moth-

erly love (Wetmore Jr., 2010, p. 137). 
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4 THE ANALYSIS OF FEMALE CHARACTERS IN THE BLUEST 

EYE, SULA AND BELOVED 

 The following part of the thesis focuses on the female characters of the three given 

novels – The Bluest Eye, Sula and Beloved respectively. Each chapter starts with a brief 

summary of the plot to provide the context of the analysed characters. It is then followed 

by individual analysis of selected women characters of each book. 

4.1 The Bluest Eye 

 Toni Morrison wrote The Bluest Eye as her very first novel in 1970. The idea for 

the story came from a conversation she had with a schoolmate in elementary school. The 

little black girl told her she wanted blue eyes which made her mad, as she confesses in the 

afterword of The Bluest Eye (Morrison, 1970).  She says that it made her wonder for many 

years about “who made her feel that it was better to be a freak than what she was? Who 

had looked at her and found her so wanting, so small a weight on the beauty scale?” (p. 

212). 

 In an interview for Visionary Project (2004), Morrison explains the reason behind 

writing the novel. In the mid-60s, at the time of social and culture upheaval in lives of Af-

rican-American, black male writers in particular celebrated blackness in their work, stress-

ing that black is beautiful etc. However, Morrison feared that they would forget the fact 

that black was not always seen as beautiful and that white and light-skinned people had 

privileges due to their physical characteristics. She decided to write about the fatal impact 

of racism on one’s self-worth focusing on the most vulnerable group – black female chil-

dren – who were never in the centre of anything. Morrison wanted to explore their feelings 

and place a little hurt black girl in the centre of her story. Moreover, she decided to sur-

round Pecola by people like Claudia and Frieda, who Morrison compares to her and her 

sister, to show that there is also a thrill to being young (Visionary Project, 2008). 

 The Bluest Eye has raised mixed reactions since it was first published. Some critics 

praised Morrison’s talent of depicting heavy themes and capturing “the living, bleeding 

heart of childhood” perfectly (New York Times, 1970). On the other hand, the book has 

also raised controversy as it constantly appeared on the American Library Association’s 

list for most challenged books since its publication. It was even banned from numerous 
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schools’ reading lists for its “sexually explicit material, graphic descriptions and lots of 

disturbing language” (American Experience, 2017). 

4.1.1 Summary  

 The story takes place in Lorain, Ohio just after the Great Depression. The novel 

opens with a short story for little children about a white family “Dick and Jane.” It is 

repeated three times. The first time it is written clearly, the second repetition lacks 

punctuation and capitalization and the third has no spacing between words. It is followed 

by adult Claudia’s short recollection of autumn 1941 which gives us insight into what will 

happen further in the novel. The story is divided into four parts. 

Autumn 

 Nine-year old Claudia MacTeer lives with her sister Frieda in a poor yet loving 

family. The family takes in a boarder Mr. Henry and also a young girl Pecola Breedlove, 

whose abusive and alcoholic father burned their family home down. Pecola loves Shirley 

Temple who is in her eyes an epitome of beauty – white and blue-eyed. Pecola herself 

prays for blue eyes as she believes her black eyes and black skin to be ugly. Breedlove 

family and living situation is described and the characters of Pecola’s parents Cholly and 

Pauline are introduced in this part also. 

Winter 

 Pecola, Frieda and Claudia meet a new girl, light-skinned wealthy Maureen who 

seems to have enchanted the entire school. First it appears the girls would become friends 

but Maureen soon starts to taunt Pecola. Frieda and Claudia defend her and Maureen ends 

up calling them all ugly. 

 Another unpleasant encounter Pecola has is with Junior. His mother Geraldine is a 

middle-class black woman who takes great care of herself. She is very neat and takes good 

care of her son, however she loves her cat more. She only allows Junior to play with other 

neat and polite “colored” children and white children. Geraldine’s emotional distance 

causes that Junior becomes mean and sadistic. He lures Pecola in his house and when he 

sees her petting the cat, he kills the animal and blames it on Pecola. Geraldine responds 

with calling her “a nasty little black bitch” (Morrison, 1970, p. 92). 

Spring 

 Mr. Henry is beaten by Mr. MacTeer and kicked out of the house after he touches 

Frieda inappropriately. The girls visit Pecola at the house that belongs to a white family 
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Pauline works for. Pecola accidentally spills hot blueberries all over herself, the floor and 

the little white girl who lived in the house. Pauline slaps and yells at Pecola while 

comforting the white girl. 

 Through flashbacks we learn about both Pecola's parents, Cholly and Pauline. 

Pauline has always felt like an outcast because of her lame foot and often gets lost in 

romantic fantasies. We also learn about Cholly's difficult childhood and adolescence which 

turned him into a violent and abusive person. 

 In the present day, Cholly comes home drunk one day and rapes Pecola. When she 

tries to tell her mother, Pauline beats her. Pecola visits a sham psychic Soaphead Church 

and asks him to give her blue eyes. He uses Pecola to kill a dog he hates for him and 

Pecola believes she will receive blue eyes. 

Summer 

 Cholly rapes Pecola again and she becomes pregnant. Frieda and Claudia are the 

only ones hoping Pecola's baby will survive. They plant marigold seeds in belief that if the 

flowers bloom, the baby will live. However, the baby dies. Pecola seems to have turned 

insane as she carries a conversation with herself about her beautiful blue eyes.  

 The story is closed once again by now adult Claudia who is speculating about who 

and what is to blame for Pecola’s tragic fate. 

4.1.2 Pecola Breedlove 

 Pecola is an eleven-year-old dark-skinned girl who grows up in the world that dis-

courages black people from feeling proud, worthy and beautiful. She is a victim of the in-

ternalized racism of the 1940s United States of America. Morrison demonstrates on this 

character how imposing of white norms and beauty standards on a black girl at her most 

vulnerable stage can destroy one’s entire identity. Furthermore, she explores the racism 

within the community, which, instead of protecting the child, drives her into insanity. Mor-

rison points out the fact that it is usually the hurt people who hurt others. In this case, the 

members of the community are all victims of the racial oppression who simply pass their 

pain onto the weakest link (Bhardwaj, 2016). 

 Morrison cleverly placed parts of the Dick and Jane story at the beginning of every 

chapter to juxtapose the ideal white family with Pecola’s broken one. Pecola wishes to be 

like Jane. Her only wish in life is to be loved and accepted. Pecola’s longing for love be-

comes apparent very early on when she asks Frieda and Claudia “How do you do that? I 
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mean, how do you get somebody to love you?” (Morrison, 1970, p. 32) but never receives 

an answer. She never knew what love meant as it was something she was lacking her 

whole life. Ever since her first moments in the world, she has been told she was ugly and 

as she was growing up, this feeling of her was getting strengthened by almost everybody 

she has encountered. As her self-esteem gets repeatedly shattered, she decides the only 

way she could ever be accepted is if she were white with blue eyes. Lost in her own fan-

tasy, she does not realize her dream is unrealistic and sets herself up for disappointment. 

  In spite of the fact that Pecola is the protagonist of the novel, she is rather a passive 

character. It is the circumstances she finds herself in and the people who surround her that 

define her personality and influence her way of thinking. She often appears to be invisible 

to people and she herself prays to God she would disappear. She gets ignored at school by 

classmates and teachers and she does not understand why: “Long hours she sat looking in 

the mirror, trying to discover the secret of the ugliness, the ugliness that made her ignored 

or despised at school...” (Morrison, 1970, p. 45). However, she does not fight the system 

like Claudia, she gets consumed by it and accepts her fate which results in her tragic end-

ing. 

 The Bluest Eye is essentially a coming-of-age story. At the beginning of the novel, 

Pecola is introduced as a vulnerable and fragile child. She is completely innocent and in-

experienced. When she gets her first period, she does not know what is happening because 

her mother never prepared her for it. On the other hand, the younger Frieda has the knowl-

edge because her mother taught her. She informs Pecola that she can have a baby now, to 

which Pecola replies: “But...how?” (Morrison, 1970, p. 32). Knowing Pecola’s inevitable 

faith beforehand makes the reader realize how quickly Pecola loses her innocence. Fur-

thermore, she is gullible and easily inclined to get lost in her fantasies, so when she is told 

she is ugly, she believes it, just like she trusts Soaphead Church that he would get her blue 

eyes. Moreover, she accepts other people’s opinions as her own. For example, she is con-

fused as to why people consider dandelions to be ugly. She thinks they are quite pretty and 

therefore almost realizes the beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Nevertheless, she quickly 

changes her mind after she is once again humiliated by a racist white clerk who looks at 

her with disgust, and she comes to a conclusion that the dandelions are indeed ugly. Pe-

cola’s innocence is ultimately forcibly taken by her father when he rapes and impregnates 

her. Instead of being shown compassion from her surroundings, she is expelled from 

school and banished from the community altogether. 
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 When we are first introduced to the Breedloves, it becomes clear that Pecola’s des-

tiny has been doomed from the start. It is her own mother who first sees her as an ugly be-

ing because she herself, manipulated by the racist ideology, believes that white is beautiful 

and black is ugly. Thus, these beliefs are imposed on Pecola since the moment she is born. 

Furthermore, she often witnesses her father’s violent behaviour and his fights with her 

mother and she thinks of running away. However, she believes that “as long as she looked 

the way she did, as long as she was ugly, she would have to stay with these people. Some-

how she belonged to them.” (Morrison, 1970, p. 45). She contemplates whether if she were 

beautiful, her parents would change, “maybe they’d say, ‘Why, look at pretty-eyed Pecola. 

We mustn’t do bad things in front of those pretty eyes.’” (Morrison, 1970, p. 46). 

 Pecola’s self-loathing is a direct result of her parents’ self-loathing. Her mother 

Pauline has felt unattractive since her childhood because of her limp foot and she blamed 

her feeling of unworthiness and separateness on the disability. Consequently, she became 

lost in her fantasies about romantic love and later in film fantasies, too. She became ob-

sessed with physical beauty which was represented by white film stars. Eventually she 

found beauty in the Fisher house, where she worked as a cleaner. Pecola only witnessed 

her mother giving love to somebody when she was giving it to a white child. Pauline com-

pletely fails as a mother, continuously undermining Pecola’s self-confidence. Pecola’s fa-

ther never knew love either, having been abandoned by both parents soon after he was 

born. The racism he had to face even during such intimate moment such as the first sexual 

experience left him ashamed, frightened and angry. Morrison does not defend Cholly’s 

actions but through the flashback focused on his childhood and adolescence makes us un-

derstand him somewhat more. In a twisted way, it is Cholly, who ultimately felt some kind 

of love for Pecola: “The sequence of his emotions was revulsion, guilt, pity, then love” 

(Morrison, 1970, p. 161).  Unfortunately, Cholly did not know how to love and chose the 

most heinous way to express it. Claudia in her epilogue remarks: “Cholly loved her. I’m 

sure he did. He, at any rate, was the one who loved her enough to touch her, envelop her, 

give something of himself to her. But this touch was fatal, and the something he gave her 

filled the matrix of her agony with death. Love is never any better than the lover. Wicked 

people love wickedly, violent people love violently, weak people love weakly, stupid peo-

ple love stupidly, but the love of a free man is never safe” (Morrison, 1970, p. 206). 

 The last step before Pecola’s derangement is her visit to Soaphead Church, a local 

charlatan obsessed with purity and with paedophilic tendencies. He is convinced of his 
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family’s superiority due to his ancestors separating themselves from their African roots and 

“lightening the family complexion and thinning out the family features” (Morrison, 1970, 

p. 168). Thus, when Pecola visits him, he thinks her wish for blue eyes is completely logi-

cal and natural. He wants to help her achieve the purity of a little white girl but he is aware 

that he cannot do miracles. Instead, he deceives her into thinking she would get blue eyes 

by tricking her for his own benefit. 

 After Pecola becomes schizophrenic, the community distance themselves from her 

even more. Most of them because they view her as a freak, Claudia and Frieda because 

they feel like they failed her. However, Claudia admits in the end, that they were not com-

passionate, they were simply polite and well behaved and Pecola’s madness eventually 

started boring them. 

 Pecola viewed her black womanhood as the most shameful thing about herself and 

that is what kept her from finding her true self. She became the town’s scapegoat, as she 

was used by everyone who wanted to feel prettier, richer, smarter or more worthy in gen-

eral. 

4.1.3 Claudia MacTeer 

 Despite the frequent narrator shifts from first person to omniscient, the novel is 

predominantly narrated by Claudia. The prologue and the epilogue are told from the per-

spective of the adult Claudia who goes back in time to reminisce about 1941 in Lorain. She 

reflects on what happened that year to Pecola and on her own experience. The rest of the 

chapters, apart from those about Cholly, Pauline and Soaphead Church, are narrated in the 

present tense from a perspective of the nine-year old Claudia. Claudia can be considered a 

reliable narrator as she tries to present the events in the way they really happened. 

 Claudia grows up in a rather poor family with her parents and her sister Frieda, who 

is one year her senior. Throughout the book, her parents are shown as rather loving people 

when it comes to their daughters. Claudia complains about the way she is treated by them 

but simultaneously submits evidence that they are very caring. It is hard for Claudia to un-

derstand that the tough love Mrs. MacTeer gives her is love nonetheless. To give an exam-

ple, Claudia expresses discontent and annoyance with her mother when she gets scolded 

for catching cold. Subsequently, her mother massages her chest with a salve, wraps her in a 

quilt and gives her syrup. In another passage, she yells at the girls when she thinks they are 
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“playing nasty” but feels remorseful when she finds out they were dealing with Pecola’s 

first period. Moreover, Mrs. MacTeer helps Pecola with her problem. Her father protects 

the girls by throwing out Mr. Henry after he fondles Frieda’s breasts. Claudia remembers 

all these moments along with the stories from her mother’s songs because they remind her 

of the nurturing nature of her parents who enabled her to have a relatively happy child-

hood. In the beginning of the “Winter” chapter, she describes her father’s face with tender-

ness, juxtaposing his character with the abusive alcoholic Cholly Breedlove. Her good up-

bringing helps her embrace her blackness and her femininity despite numerous attempts by 

others to make her feel lesser. 

 In many ways, Claudia is quite different from Pecola and even Frieda. It is evident 

from the beginning that she is of a rebellious character. She despises the oppression of 

black and poor people, often imagining bad things she would do to her richer arrogant 

friends if she had the chance and courage. She is very passionate, even aggressive. She is 

shown to get into fights on numerous occasions, however it is usually to defend her 

friends.  

 She does not share Pecola’s obsession with Shirley Temple, on the contrary she 

despises her. She is jealous of Shirley’s white privilege because it is the reason why she is 

the one dancing with the famous black dancer Bojangles, not Claudia. Significantly, her 

jealousy does not make her want to be like Shirley, it makes her want to fight her and what 

she represents. She cannot understand what is so beautiful about the white blue-eyed doll, 

so she dismembers it “to see of what it was made, to discover the dearness, to find the 

beauty, the desirability that had escaped me, but apparently only me” (Morrison, 1970, p. 

20). Claudia is aware of the racial oppression. She knows she can destroy the dolls but she 

is too small to get rid of the general obsession with white beauty alone. She even doubts 

her worthiness at one point but eventually recognizes the danger of the racist beauty stan-

dards and embraces her identity of a black girl, self-loving and comfortable in her own 

skin. 

 The novel is a coming-of-age story not only from Pecola’s perspective but Clau-

dia’s too. It begins with her and Frieda finding Mr. Henry’s erotic magazines which she is 

obviously fascinated by as she suggests Frieda they could go look at them. She also wit-

nesses Pecola’s period and is full of awe because it is the first time she learns about this 

important milestone in a woman’s life which essentially means passing into womanhood. 

The process of losing her innocence continues when Maureen and Pecola argue about how 
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“dirty” it is to see one’s father naked and Claudia feels ashamed for not feeling ashamed 

about seeing her own father naked. She had never considered it to be wrong and realizes 

that it is looked upon by society’s standards as something sexual and therefore wrong. She 

is further exposed to the world of sexuality when she and her sister find Mr. Henry with 

prostitutes in their house and later when Frieda is groped by him, which results in him be-

ing kicked out of the house by Mr. MacTeer. Claudia is confused, wondering what it 

means when her mother is afraid that Frieda might be “ruined.” Her innocence is ulti-

mately lost when she is witnessing Pecola’s road to insanity. More specifically when she 

and Frieda plant the marigold seeds in order to save Pecola’s baby and validate their own 

worthiness in the process, but they never grow. 

 Claudia often struggles to understand the behaviour of adults. She is not familiar 

with the norms and rules the community expects her to follow, which results in conflicts 

either with other people or herself. Throughout the book, she learns from the situations she 

finds herself in and accepts these norms. She eventually gives up the revolt and adapts to 

the life of adults who believe little girls should feel grateful when they are given a white 

doll or are compared to Greta Garbo. As Claudia reveals, she would later learn to delight in 

cleanliness just like she would learn to love Shirley Temple, even though she knew “the 

change was adjustment without improvement” (Morrison, 1970, p. 23). Morrison makes a 

statement of how extremely powerful the racist ideology is when it managed to break even 

such strong and stubborn person such as Claudia MacTeer (Smith, 2012). 

 The contrast between Claudia and Pecola is striking. Although they are both young 

black girls living in poor environment, there is a major difference in their lives, which is 

revealed to be the key in understanding Pecola’s tragic ending. Claudia describes her house 

as old and cold because of the family’s poverty but it is evident her mother is keen on 

transforming the house into a proper home. She keeps it clean and safe for her daughters 

and as a result Claudia creates fond memories of her mother’s singing and cooking.  On the 

other hand, Pecola’s family’s flat is described as a broken home full of negative memories 

of violence and despair. It reflects the ugliness the Breedloves feel inside on the outside. 

When Pecola thinks of her home, she thinks about her parents fighting, her brother running 

away and herself wishing to disappear. In conclusion, the feeling of security related to her 

family home along with the love and support from her family, helps Claudia grow into a 

proud black woman. In contrast, Pecola has never experienced these feelings and thus, she 

fabricates this unrealistic fantasy in her head while searching for love. 
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4.1.4 Frieda MacTeer 

 Frieda is ten years old at the beginning of the novel, therefore on the verge of ado-

lescence. Her personality is not as fierce and aggressive as her sister’s, she is rather re-

served most of the time. On the other hand, she proves to be quite strong-minded and stub-

born as well. Frieda is more courageous than Claudia which seems to be a quality she in-

herited from her mother. When Pecola is being harassed by a group of boys, Claudia is 

afraid the boys would notice her and Frieda and start harassing them instead. Frieda, on the 

other hand, does not hesitate and rushes to Pecola’s rescue. “Then Frieda, with set lips and 

Mama’s eyes, snatched her coat from her head and threw it on the ground. She ran toward 

them and brought her books down on Woodroow Cain’s head” (Morrison, 1970, p. 66). 

She appears to have respect among the boys as they get frightened of her. Moreover, she 

uses her wit and threatens Woodroow she would expose his secret. However, the boys only 

leave after Maureen appears as they do not want to fight in front of her. 

 Claudia explains that she and Frieda were constantly fighting before Pecola joined 

their household. In spite of that, it is obvious she looks up to her older sister, even describ-

ing her as brave. When Frieda gets into the fight with the boys, it encourages Claudia to 

join the fight as well. Frieda possesses a strong sense of justice. When Pecola is being har-

assed again by Maureen, Frieda defends her once again. 

 At the beginning of the novel she gushes over Shirley Temple’s cuteness with Pe-

cola, although she is, similarly to Claudia, bothered by the universal obsession with white 

beauty. When she meets Maureen Peal, she is jealous of her fancy clothes and all the 

money her family possesses and she desperately tries to find a flaw on her. She and Clau-

dia find a small victory in discovering Maureen’s dog tooth and the fact that she was born 

with six fingers on one hand. After Frieda and Claudia get called ugly by Maureen, the 

girls return the insults but their jealousy starts turning into envy. They are no longer only 

jealous of Maureen’s possessions, they begin to question whether in order to be loved by 

everyone like Maureen, they would have to look like Maureen, too. Fortunately, they have 

not learned the kind of self-hatred the adults feel yet, therefore they are hurt but still in love 

with themselves. Claudia shows her perceptiveness at the end of this passage, when she 

remarks: “All the time we knew that Maureen Peal was not the Enemy and not worthy of 

such intense hatred. The Thing to fear was the Thing that made her beautiful, and not us” 

(Morrison, 1970, p. 74). 
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 Frieda proves to be slightly more knowledgeable than Claudia and Pecola through-

out the novel. When Pecola gets her period, Frieda is the only one who knows what is hap-

pening. She shares all the information with Claudia and Pecola and takes charge in resolv-

ing the issue. Frieda resembles her mother with the authority she expresses. Furthermore, 

she also likes to gossip, similarly to her mother. She gets a lot of what she knows from 

listening to her mother talking to their neighbours.  

 Frieda’s coming-of-age moment is represented in the part of the novel where she 

gets sexually harassed by Mr. Henry. He shows interest in her particularly because he is 

enamoured by her growing body, specifically her budding breasts. Claudia expresses jeal-

ousy over the incident, not because she wants to be touched by Mr. Henry, but because she 

is the last of the girls to enter womanhood. Frieda’s maturing contrasts with her innocent 

ignorance when she misunderstands her mother’s comment about Frieda possibly “being 

ruined.” She believes it means being fat and as a result, she and Claudia go try to get some 

whiskey because it might prevent her from getting fat. 

 In the passage revolving around Mr. Henry touching Frieda, the relationship be-

tween the MacTeer girls and their parents is yet again illustrated. The incident is a trau-

matic experience for Frieda, which she needs to share with somebody. She turns to her 

parents without any hesitation. Morrison emphasizes the fact that Frieda did not get 

“whipped” by her mother when she learned about the incident to put it in contrast with 

Pecola’s story. Frieda’s parents are infuriated and take action immediately, getting rid of 

the perpetrator. On the other hand, Pecola’s mother displays no compassion or sympathy 

for Pecola after she goes through the most traumatic experience of her life, getting raped. 

Moreover, she is beaten by her. This results in Pecola not bothering to confide to her 

mother at all when she gets raped for the second time. 

4.1.5 Pauline Breedlove 

 Pauline’s character is closely explored in a chapter dedicated solely to her. The 

chapter is narrated by an omniscient narrator as the events that happen are beyond Clau-

dia’s experience. To make the narration more reliable, Morrison chose to interweave it 

with Pauline’s memories written in a first-person narrative.  

 In the first half of the novel, Pauline is introduced as a terrible mother whose only 

pleasures in life are fighting with her husband in their broken home and taking care of her 
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employer’s white child. She is only referred to as “Mrs. Breedlove” by Pecola but her first 

name is later revealed as Pauline or “Polly” when the white girl addresses her. The contrast 

between her relationship with Pecola and her relationship with the white child is palpable. 

Furthermore, it can also be compared to Claudia and Frieda calling their mother “mama”, 

suggesting their relationship is much closer and warmer. 

 However, Morrison never paints her characters as strictly black or white, therefore 

she provides Pauline’s background story to explain her motives and actions which formed 

her into her current self. Thus the reader gains slightly more sympathy for her. 

 Being born as the ninth child of eleven, Pauline felt quite neglected as a little girl 

and strived for attention. She blamed the feeling of loneliness and unworthiness on her 

injured foot which made her an outcast in her eyes. The deformity made her feel ugly and 

lesser and essentially defined her entire life and consequently also Pecola’s life. Pauline’s 

conviction about her ugliness kept her isolated from society. As a result she started looking 

for pleasure elsewhere. Her main focus became arranging and organizing things at home. 

Her previous delight in housekeeping is once again juxtaposed with the poor state of her 

unmaintained home that she later built with Cholly. Pauline possesses a great sense of per-

ceiving colours, which is represented in her vivid descriptions of childhood memories. It is 

also stated that she would miss paints and crayons without knowing what she missed, indi-

cating she had an artistic side to her. This side of her is never explored, though.  

 The crucial part of Pauline’s story is the discovery of her secret fantasies which she 

made up in her head as a result of distancing herself from her family and peers. She has 

romantic dreams about men and physical touch which intensify when she listens to the 

church choir. “In none of her fantasies was she ever aggressive; she was usually idling by 

the river bank, or gathering barriers in a field when someone appeared, with gentle and 

penetrating eyes, who – with no exchange of words – understood; and before whose glance 

her foot straightened and her eyes dropped. The someone had no face, no form, no voice, 

no odor. He was a simple Presence, an all-embracing tenderness with strength and a prom-

ise of rest” (Morrison, 1970, p. 113). The “Presence” in her fantasies leads her to happi-

ness, just like the Lord in the choir song shows the way to the lost and lonely. In this pas-

sage, Morrison touches on the sexist ideology that a woman is supposed to stay passive 

while waiting for a strong man to lead her in life. “She had only to lay her head on his 

chest and he would lead her away to the sea, to the city, to the woods... forever” (Morrison, 
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1970, p. 113). This ideology is also the reason why she marries Cholly, whom she idealizes 

at the beginning.  

 Once Pauline and Cholly move to Lorain, money, or the lack thereof, become a 

source of their fights and Cholly’s true violent nature mixed with alcohol starts to show. 

Morrison’s writing skills are yet again demonstrated in her description of the process of 

losing a tooth. Not only does Pauline’s missing front tooth contribute to her self-hatred, but 

it is also a metaphor for her failing marriage. The tooth is slowly decaying which is not 

noticeable at first, nor is it uncomfortable, but the roots accustomed to the decay eventually 

stop holding the tooth until it finally falls out. “But even before the little brown speck, 

there must have been the conditions, the setting that would allow it to exist in the first 

place” (Morrison, 1970, p. 116). 

 In addition, Pauline struggles connecting to other women in town which is where 

her obsession with physical beauty begins. She experiences humiliation when the other 

women poke fun at her for her clumsy walk in heels and her curly hair. She is envious of 

their fancy clothes and makeup in the similar way Claudia and Frieda were jealous of Mau-

reen Peal. The difference being the girls did not succumb to the racist ideology that praised 

white beauty, Pauline, on the other hand, did. 

 When Pauline in her loneliness started to go to the cinema, it became fatal for her. 

She was exposed to the idea of physical beauty and equated it with value. “She stripped her 

mind, bound it, and collected self-contempt by the heap” (Morrison, 1970, p. 122). She 

started basing her opinions on films, and the fake picture of white people’s perfect homes 

quickly increased her disgust in her own. Once, Pauline even tried to look like Jean Har-

low, a white Hollywood star, by fixing her hair up in the same way. However, she lost her 

front tooth and realized that she will never be like Jean Harlow and “settled down to just 

being ugly” (Morrison, 1970, p. 123).  

 The beauty standards she adapted did not apply to her daughter who she imagined 

would look differently. Pauline’s first thought looking upon Pecola was “she was ugly.” 

Although she is quite kind and loving during her pregnancy and even makes a promise to 

love the baby no matter her appearance, ultimately she cannot look past Pecola’s black 

“ugliness.” Her judgement keeps her from loving the baby which eventually destroys Pe-

cola’s life. 
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 Pauline finally finds her life purpose in church as well as in serving the white fam-

ily. The Fisher household fulfils all her needs – not only does she get to keep things organ-

ized and neat but she also works in a house similar to those in her favourite films. In finally 

finding her identity, she distances herself from her children completely and prefers taking 

care of the pretty white girl at work. 

 The parallel between Pauline and Pecola is obvious. Driven by self-hatred, they 

both create fantasies about things they can never get and both get caught up in those fanta-

sies. Pecola believes to have blue eyes and Pauline believes to have become a lady of a 

luxurious house and a mother to a beautiful white girl. 

4.2 Sula 

  Sula was published in 1973 as Toni Morrison’s second novel. Although The Bluest 

Eye did not achieve an immediate success at the time of its publication, Morrison got in the 

centre of literary public sphere, started writing reviews for New York Times and published 

comments concerning black women cultural issues (Furman, 2014). By the time Sula came 

out, Morrison has already become an acknowledged author. Therefore, her second novel 

was commercially very well-received and critically acclaimed. It was nominated for the 

National Book Award and selected for Oprah’s Book Club in 2002 (Borge, Frank, 2018).  

 In Sula, Morrison decided to explore a relationship between two women who grow 

up in the same place but their upbringing is rather different. She emphasizes the binary 

thinking of people which is present throughout the novel in themes, characters and even in 

the background setting. One of these binary opposites are evil and good, and Morrison ex-

plores the approach of the black community to the so-called evil: “In Sula, the people are 

like the people I have always known who may or may not be superstitious, but they look at 

the world differently. Their cosmology is a little bit different. Their relationship to evil is 

what preoccupied me most throughout the book. How they see it. What they do with it” 

(Morrison, 1994, p. 62). In her 1979 interview with Betty Jean Parker, she clarifies how 

black people in general view evil. According to Morrison, African-Americans accept evil 

as a natural thing they cannot eradicate but they can avoid it or try to defend themselves 

from it. Overall, though, they agree it has its place in the universe. Morrison remarks that 

Nel and Sula are the representatives of the so-called good and the so-called evil, but high-

lights the fact that it is difficult to tell which is which (Morrison, 1994, p. 62). 
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 Sula is a fine example of Morrison’s ability to portray the complexity of human 

character. She refuses to portray the characters as strictly good or bad. On the contrary, she 

proves that the resemblance between good and evil makes it often difficult to distinguish 

the two. Thus, we cannot simply tell who the protagonist and the antagonist of the novel 

are. 

4.2.1 Summary 

 Sula is told by a third person omniscient narrator who grants the readers access to 

the mind of every important character in the novel. Not only does the narrator help the 

readers understand motivations of the characters but also tells the story without bias, letting 

the readers form opinions on their own.   

 The story takes place between 1919 and 1965 (thus at the time of segregation) in a 

placed called The Bottom. The Bottom is a part of the city of Medallion inhabited pre-

dominantly by black people. The name of the place is ironic as it is situated in the hills. 

The community was built there after a black slave was tricked by his master who promised 

to give him a piece of the bottom land if he performed some difficult chores for him. Not 

willing to give him the quality valley land, he told the slave the land in the hills is the bot-

tom land as it is the bottom of heaven and therefore better. Eventually even the Bottom got 

taken by white people who decided to build a golf course there. 

 The first person introduced in the novel is Shadrack, a WWI veteran who is men-

tally scarred by the war and his obsessive thoughts about death lead him to found a Na-

tional Suicide Day. On this day, people can either kill themselves or one another. 

 Then the main characters Nel and Sula are introduced. Nel is raised by a conserva-

tive mother Helene who urges a conventional life upon Nel. When they travel to visit Nel’s 

dying former prostitute grandmother, they have to face racial discrimination. Moreover, 

Helene expresses gratitude for being separated from her shameful past, which makes Nel 

question her life and she decides to be “wonderful.” She rebels by befriending Sula. Sula 

lives in a boarding house with her mother Hannah and her grandmother Eva who are 

known for their loose manners. 

 One day, Eva’s son Plum returns from war. Marked by the horrors of the war, he 

becomes a drug addict. Eva cannot bear the look of him and sets him on fire to release him 

from his empty life. Soon after the incident Sula and Nel unintentionally cause a death of a 
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young boy called Chicken Little when Sula swings him into the water and he drowns. The 

girls keep the accident a secret between the two of them. Only a few years later, another 

death occurs. This time it is Hannah who burns to death after she catches on fire in the 

yard. Eva attempts to save her, Sula, on the other hand, watches but does nothing. 

 Nel gets married to Jude and Sula leaves the Bottom to visit different cities and 

attend college. After Sula returns ten years later, she places Eva in a nursing home and 

seduces Nel’s husband. As a result, their friendship is ruined and Sula becomes a pariah of 

the community. She gets romantically involved with a man called Ajax who is not ready to 

commit to her, so he leaves. Sula becomes ill which brings her and Nel together again. 

However, they argue again, Nel leaves and Sula dies alone. 

 The next National Suicide Day, Shadrack is joined by a large number of people for 

his annual march. They march towards the tunnel that white people are building at the Bot-

tom but black people are forbid to work on. They start to destroy the tunnel out of anger 

and the tunnel collapses on them, killing them all.  

 The story ends in 1965 with Sula visiting the dying Eva in a hospital. She reflects 

on the accident with Chicken Little, realizing she felt pleasure in watching him drown and 

cries over Sula. 

4.2.2 Sula Peace 

 Although they are rather different characters, Sula and Pecola Breedlove resemble 

to a degree. Firstly, they are both coming of age, the novels start with them being young 

girls and transitioning into women. Secondly, both their lives are influenced by the lack of 

their mothers’ affection which results in them feeling unloved and essentially also shapes 

their future identities. Finally, Sula and Pecola become the community’s scapegoats. The 

people separate themselves from them but at the same time use them both to make them-

selves feel better. 

 Since her introduction, it has been apparent that Sula is a strong, courageous and 

determined woman. When Nel had to change her route home to a more complicated one 

because of white bullies who kept harassing her, Sula intervened by cutting off the tip of 

her own finger in front of them as a threat that it would be them who she would cut next 

time. She also seems to lack empathy. She does not experience shock when witnessing 

horrifying incidents. Quite the contrary, she feels fascinated by the sight of her mother 
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burning to death. She is not too devastated by Chicken Little’s death either, using it more 

as an opportunity to deepen her friendship with Nel. 

 Sula is described as an unpredictable person, who “could hardly be counted on to 

sustain any emotion for more than three minutes” (Morrison, 1973, p. 53). In addition, she 

is unusually independent for her time. In the first half of the twentieth century, women 

were expected to live a conventional life, taking on the role of the matriarch in the family. 

Obedient wives and mothers were viewed as role models for young girls, while independ-

ent, sexually liberated women were frowned upon. Sula’s independence begins with over-

hearing her mother saying she does not like her. It leads to Sula detaching herself from 

Hannah and essentially everyone else as well. Her only constant is Nel, in whom she finds 

her soul mate and who completes her in a way. However, Sula’s independence is closely 

related to her loneliness. 

 Sula’s feeling of loneliness is rather ironic as she grew up in a house full of people, 

including her mother and her grandmother. However, she had always had to rely only on 

herself due to her absent father and her promiscuous mother. She had no opportunity to 

connect with any of her mother’s lovers as they always only stayed for one night. Sula fi-

nally finds the connection she was missing with her family with Nel. She gets attached to 

her significantly, almost as if they became one person. “She had clung to Nel as the closest 

thing to both an other and self, only to discover that she and Nel were not one and the same 

thing” (Morrison, 1973, p. 119). When Nel gets married, Sula feeling possessive of her 

feels betrayed to an extent and her loneliness intensifies. The only other case of her getting 

attached to another person is when she gets involved with Ajax. Nevertheless, it also ends 

in disappointment for Sula when afraid of commitment, he decides to leave her. 

 Sula’s fear of being alone is put in contrast with her longing for freedom and her 

inability or rather reluctance to keep a man. Despite her distance from her family, she is 

largely influenced by both, her mother Hannah and her grandmother Eva. She learns from 

their unconcealed sexual encounters that sex might be enjoyable but men are essentially 

dispensable. Sula comes to a conclusion that in order to create her own identity, she does 

not need anyone else but herself. After her return to the Bottom, she starts having intimate 

relations with numerous men without a premise to commit to one. Her personal empower-

ment naturally clashes with the community’s expectations and Sula becomes their target. 

She is labelled evil and blamed for everything wrong that happens in the Bottom: “She was 

pariah, then, and knew it. Knew that they despised her and believed that they framed their 
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hatred as disgust for the easy way she lay with men” (Morrison, 1973, p. 122). In her final 

conversation with Nel, Sula reveals that living as an independent woman was worthy be-

cause even if she felt loneliness, “my lonely was mine. Now your lonely is somebody 

else’s. Made by somebody else and handed to you. Ain’t that something? A secondhand 

lonely” (Morrison, 1973, p. 143). Moreover, Sula expresses the thought that the fate of 

every African-American woman is ultimately the same. They are all eventually going to 

die, what is important is the way they decide to live before it happens. 

 On the other hand, as commitment-free as Sula desires to be, there is a part of her 

that secretly enjoys the conventions and the social norms. It is first apparent when she is 

said to enjoy sitting in Nel’s perfectly neat house on a red-velvet sofa for a long period of 

time. Secondly, it is present in the passage where she realized how deep her connection 

with Ajax is and “began to discover what possession was” (Morrison, 1973, p. 131). Sula 

even goes as far as putting a ribbon in her hair, cleaning Ajax’s house, making his bed and 

cooking dinner for him. She simply goes against everything she stands for but she is even-

tually let down as this time it is Ajax who refuses to commit. She feels completely empty 

after he leaves, overwhelmed with a thought that she will never experience anything new 

again. Consequently, drowning in sorrow she falls ill and eventually dies. 

 Morrison truly focuses on the femininity aspect of the characters in Sula. The male 

characters are portrayed as either emasculated by the racist ideology and the war, or absent 

and therefore replaced by women as the head of the family. However, their opinions are 

still valued over those of black women as it is them who accuse Sula of sleeping with 

white men and essentially make her an outcast. Patricia Hill Collins (2000, p. 162) explains 

that black women who got voluntarily involved with white men were viewed as either trai-

tors of their own race or prostitutes who only use white men for money. According to Mor-

rison, it was unforgivable behaviour in the eyes of the community, even though they had 

no evidence that it actually happened. Sula basically became a scapegoat of the black men 

of the Bottom who saw her as an opportunity to gain back their dominance and masculinity 

which was stolen from them by the white supremacists. Moreover, Morrison makes a point 

about black women being at the bottom of the social hierarchy as they obediently follow 

their men. This phenomenon is represented in the different approach to Hannah and Sula 

by the community. Hannah pampers the men and therefore she is respected by them and 

even by their wives. When she burned to death, they “wept for her burned hair and wrin-

kled breasts as though they themselves had been her lovers” (Morrison, 1973, 77). Sula, on 
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the other hand, is “trying them out and discarding them without any excuse the men could 

swallow” (Morrison, 1973, p. 115). The men obviously find her behaviour repulsive and 

undesirable and their opinion is immediately adapted by the women as well. 

4.2.3 Nel Wright 

 Nel is introduced as a seeming opposite to Sula. The contrast is apparent even in 

their physical appearance. Nel is described as a light-skinned plain girl with no particular 

distinguishable features. Sula is a dark-skinned girl with heavy dark eyes and a very unique 

birthmark on her eyelid.  

 Nel’s upbringing differs significantly from Sula’s. Her life has been pre-planned 

since the day she was born. She is polite and obedient as a result of her mother's 

manipulation. She grows up in an utterly neat and orderly house where she feels 

uncomfortable. The only family she is contact with are her mother Helene and her father, 

who is frequently absent due to his job as a cook on a ship. Nel is being kept far from her 

grandmother because Helene is ashamed of her past. For this reason, she also prevented 

Nel from learning Creole, the language her grandmother speaks. 

 Two crucial events happen in Nel's life which influence her way of thinking in 

terms of creating her identity. The first important event that occurs is Nel’s witnessing her 

mother being humiliated because of the colour of her skin. Helene and Nel are visiting 

Helene’s dying grandmother and on their way, Helene is forced to urinate in the field in 

view of all the white passengers simply due to the fact that there are no toilets for coloured 

people on the train. Despite having experienced racism in the form of school bullies, this is 

Nel's first real experience with the destructive power of the white supremacy. Moreover, 

her mother demeans herself in front of a white conductor making Nel question her actual 

strength and also the extent to which she can really control all the things around her. 

Secondly, she sees how ashamed Helene is of her own mother for her past of a prostitute 

when they meet her at Nel’s dying grandmother’s house. She comes to a conclusion that 

the reason for her mother’s obsession with propriety is her effort to erase her past. From 

this moment, she is determined to make her own future independent of her mother: “I'm 

me. Not their daughter. I'm not Nel. I'm me. Me“ (Morrison, 1974, p. 28).  She feels the 

power building up inside of her and at this moment, she decides that she wants to be 

“wonderful”. 

 She befriends Sula to rebel against her mother. For Helene, Sula represents 
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everything she despises in the world. Nel gains a feeling of freedom and individuality with 

Sula and their friendship is a way for her to escape her conservative mother. Prior to 

meeting Sula, Nel was forced by her mother to use the hot comb for her hair and a 

clothespin on her nose to look prettier. After she and Sula became friends, Nel stopped 

using the clothespin „and although there was still the hateful hot comb to suffer through 

each Saturday evening, its consequences – smooth hair – no longer interested her“ 

(Morrison,  1973, p. 55). Nel and Sula develop an extremely strong bond rooted in their 

contrasting personalities, which, coming together, create a unity.  

 The girls begin to explore their sexuality together as well. They frequently think 

about the boys from the neighbourhood and being aware of their adolescent femininity, 

they are delighted when Ajax calls them “pig meat”. Both of them dream about men but 

their dreams differ significantly. Similarly to Pauline’s dream in The Bluest Eye, Morrison 

points out the sexist ideology about a passive woman waiting for a knight in shining 

armour via Nel’s character as well. In Nel’s dream, she “fell easily into a picture of herself 

lying on the flowered bed, tangled in her own hair, waiting for some fiery prince” 

(Morrison, 1973, p. 51). At the same time Morrison emphasizes Sula’s feminist views as 

she is galloping on a horse, equal to the man she dreams about. Their respective dreams are 

reflective of their personalities and also foreshadow their future. Their loss of innocence 

can further be seen in a game they play by the river, which is evidently of a sexual 

character. They play with twigs, peeling their bark off until they were “stripped to a 

smooth, creamy innocence” (Morrison, 1973, p. 58) and digging deep holes with them 

rhythmically, which they then fill with things they found on the ground, finally covering 

the holes with dirt.  

 Their innocence is ultimately lost when they participate in Chicken Little’s death. 

This is only one of many examples of Morrison proving the ambiguity of a human 

character. Nel, who is generally considered “the good one” out of the two, manifests her 

darker side. She is the one who teases Chicken Little, while Sula attempts to protect him. 

This event parallels Nel’s earlier experience with the white Irish boys who kept harassing 

her until Sula stepped in. Similarly to the Irish boys venting their frustration of poor 

immigrants on the weaker Nel, she chooses the weaker Chicken Little as her target. In 

addition, Chicken Little’s death leaves her completely calm and self-composed. She does 

not appear to be much affected by his death at all. Her only concern seems to be whether 

they have been seen by anyone during the incident. Nel is proud of her controlled 
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behaviour when Sula breaks down after accidentally causing Chicken Little’s death. 

However, when she reflects on the incident many years later, she realizes that what she 

actually felt while watching him drown was joy. “Why didn’t I feel bad when it happened? 

How come it felt so good to see him fall?” (Morrison, 1973, p. 170). 

 In spite of Nel’s determination to become her own individual person, she eventually 

submits to the conventions and settles in Medallion with her new husband Jude. She 

proceeds to live her life according to her mother’s wishes. This particular issue can be 

juxtaposed with Claudia MacTeer from The Bluest Eye, who was a rebel fighting the 

oppression only to end up fulfilling other people’s expectations. However, Jude mostly 

marries Nel to prove his manliness. He works as a waiter which is a woman’s job 

according to him. He tries to get a “manlier” job working on the New Road but is rejected 

due to his black colour. He feels humiliated but also determined to take on a man’s role 

somewhere else. He chooses Nel because she is passive enough to make him feel like he is 

in charge of everything. “With her, he was head of a household pinned to an unsatisfactory 

job out of necessity” (Morrison, 1973, p. 83). By agreeing to marry Jude, Nel essentially 

fulfils the dream she had as a young girl. 

 Despite devoting her life to Jude, Nel recognizes that he cannot give her as much 

joy as Sula. She settles in ordinariness, has children and takes care of her husband. 

However, when Sula returns to town after ten years, she feels like an important part of 

herself returned. As if she had a “cataract removed” (Morrison, 1973, p. 90). In her 

description of her relationship with Sula, she explains how clever and raunchy Sula made 

her feel, how they shared perceptions of things and how much she made her laugh. She 

even mentions her love for Jude growing stronger as a result of Sula’s return. Unlike other 

girls, Sula and Nel never quarrelled over boys and every time one of them got a 

compliment, it was as if both of them did. “Talking to Sula had always been a conversation 

with herself” (Morrison, 1973, p. 95). It is apparent both of them think of themselves as a 

unity. This becomes an issue when Sula sleeps with Jude not taking Nel’s feelings into 

consideration. She assumes Nel would be fine with it as they always shared perceptions. 

Sula is disappointed to find out Nel has become one of them. The “me-ness” which Nel 

found at the beginning and which brought her and Sula initially together was gone. 

 Nel’s potential to become “wonderful” got eventually lost in her conviction that she 

is “the good one”. She was too afraid to step outside the stereotype of an obedient black 

mother and wife and for that she was accepted by the community but separated from her 
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best friend who simply refused to succumb to the conventions. However, she is well aware 

of the sexism which black women had to endure. When Sula asks her “Why can’t I have it 

all?” Nel’s answer is “You a woman and a colored woman at that. You can’t act like a man. 

You can’t be walking around all independent-like, doing whatever you like, taking what 

you want, leaving what you don’t” (Morrison, 1973, p. 142). 

4.2.4 Eva Peace 

 Eva is the most dominant figure in the Peace household. As the matriarch of the 

family, she looks after and feels responsible for all the people who live in her boarding 

house. She is well-respected among the residents. Her place on top is emphasized by the 

fact that she occupies the highest floor of the house and also that all the residents look up 

to her despite physically towering over her. She also directs and controls all of their lives, 

shaping them into whoever and whatever she wants. When three abandoned children ap-

pear in her house, she takes them in and names all three of them Dewey. Although looking 

substantially different, they start blending into one inseparable unit under Eva’s influence 

until they are indistinguishable by everyone. Their individual personalities are essentially 

erased. Even the name Dewey loses its meaning. It simply becomes a way to refer to one 

of the boys – a dewey.  

 Similarly to other Peace women, Eva is also often surrounded by men. She craves 

their attention but in contrast to Hannah, she never gets too intimate with them. She does 

not feel the need to secure a husband as she simply loves “maleness for its own sake” 

(Morrison, 1973, p. 41). She flirts with men and challenges them, giving them feeling of 

manliness, and they keep her entertained in return. She would listen to them “feeling no 

obligation to agree” (Morrison, 1973, p. 42). Eva’s dominant behaviour stands in contrast 

to the other women of Medallion who had no opinion of themselves and simply agreed 

with everything their husbands declared.  

 Eva is an interesting character especially in terms of her maternal side. Abandoned 

by her husband and living in utter poverty, she is willing to sacrifice everything for her 

three children. She even cuts her own leg off in order to collect insurance money. This act 

can be compared to Sula chopping off the tip of her finger for Nel, suggesting the similar-

ity between her and Eva in terms of making sacrifices for the people closest to them. Simi-

larly to Sula, Eva does not receive the gratitude she expects. Hannah does not see Eva’s 

radical act as a proof of her maternal love. On the contrary, she questions whether Eva ever 
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loved her and her siblings. The question irritates Eva who believes to have done everything 

she could have to provide her children with food, accommodation and health care, for this 

is how she demonstrates her love. It is evident there is no actual bond developed between 

the mother and the daughter. Hannah sees Eva as someone who helped her survive but 

showed little to no affection to her. This is obviously a direct result of their eighteen month 

long separation at the time Hannah was a child. Eva temporarily abandoned her children in 

order to secure them, breaking the motherly bond. 

 Eva’s determination to help her children under any circumstances is further notice-

able in another one of her radical acts, which is setting her own son on fire. The youngest 

of her children Plum has always been Eva’s favourite. She hoped to bequeath all her pos-

sessions to him and even at his adult age, she kept calling him “my baby.” However, when 

Plum returned from the war, he started using drugs and once he returned to Medallion, he 

was fully addicted. According to Eva, he turned from a grown-up man to a little baby 

again, “being helpless and thinking baby thoughts and dreaming baby dreams and messing 

up his pants again and smiling all the time” (Morrison, 1973, p. 71). Eva felt like he 

wanted to crawl back into her womb but she had no place for him there. Not being able to 

bear the sight of her wreck of a son, she decided to burn him alive to release him from his 

pain and more importantly to enable him to leave the world as a man. As James and Nye 

(1997, p. 41) point out, a similar occurrence happens when Hannah accidentally catches on 

fire and Eva hurts herself while coming to her rescue. They are both transported to the 

hospital in one ambulance. While Eva is wide awake, Hannah dies in the ambulance. “Or 

so they said.” (Morrison, 1973, p. 77). This sentence suggests that Eva, realizing Hannah 

would be mutilated for life, once again killed her child in order to release her from a life of 

misery.  

 Eva plays a crucial role in shaping Sula and Nel’s characters as well. Sula refuses to 

be controlled by Eva, which is one of the reasons why she does nothing to help her when 

Hannah is dying by fire. When Sula returns to Medallion, their first encounter in years is 

full of hostility. Their similar personalities of dominant women who love perhaps too in-

tensely cause a conflict. Sula confronts Eva about Plum’s death and Eva accuses Sula of 

watching Hannah die. They are both aware of what the other one is capable of which 

evokes fear in both. Eva begins locking her bedroom door in fear of getting burned by Sula 

and Sula commits Eva to a nursing home out of the same fear. In the Medallion commu-

nity’s perspective the latter is viewed as unacceptable and they condemn Sula completely. 
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Years after Sula’s death, Nel visits Eva in the hospital. Despite her dementia, Eva remem-

bers the accident with Chicken Little and helps Nel acknowledge her real involvement in 

his death. Eva remarks that Nel and Sula are the same and Nel reflects on her relationship 

with Sula. She realizes that her judgement of her was unfair and it is Sula she actually 

misses, not Jude. 

4.3 Beloved 

 Morrison’s fifth novel Beloved (1987) is also her best-recognized book due to its 

cultural importance. Morrison exposes the atrocity, cruelty and injustice of slavery in a 

powerful and compelling way, giving voice to the victims of this inhuman institution, but 

also maintaining awareness of this particular issue. The dedication in Beloved which says 

“Sixty Million and more” refers to the number of victims of slavery in America.  

 The overall positive feedback resulted in Morrison’s nomination for National Book 

Award. A wave of indignation rose among other black authors when Morrison did not win. 

Forty-eight black writers and critics, including Maya Angelou or Amiri Baraka, published 

a statement in New York Times deploring the fact that a black author was yet again over-

looked by the National Book Awards jury. Simultaneously they praised Morrison’s literary 

work and labelled Beloved “the most recent gift to our community, our country, our con-

science” (New York Times, 1988). 

 Morrison was finally acknowledged in April 1988 when she was awarded a Pulitzer 

Prize. Whether the statement published in New York Times helped her case is debatable. 

Nevertheless, Morrison was further recognized in 1993 by the Swedish Academy which 

awarded her with Nobel Prize and thus proved her undeniable literary talent and value. 

Undoubtedly, it was Beloved which contributed to her success with the Swedish Academy. 

 Morrison first came across Margaret Garner’s story when she was working as an 

editor at Random House. The newspaper report from 1855 informed about a slave who 

escaped from a plantation in Kentucky to take refuge in her mother-in-law’s home in Cin-

cinnati. After being caught, she attempted to kill all her children to save them from life as 

slaves but only managed to kill one of them before she was stopped. Even after the inci-

dent, she was convinced of the rightness of her actions. Morrison’s intention was not to 

write a historical novel about slavery as much as focus on the particular woman who was 
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so deeply affected by it and her personal feelings (Jařab, Beloved afterword, 1987, p. 281, 

282). 

 Beloved was also adapted into a 1998 film directed by Jonathan Demme. The main 

character Sethe was portrayed by Oprah Winfrey while Danny Glover played Paul D. 

However, the film did not achieve as much success as Morrison’s novel. 

4.3.1 Summary 

 The narrative style in Beloved is rather complex. The novel is partially told in the 

third person omniscient point of view but for the most part the narration switches to a third 

person limited perspective. Thus the story is told from numerous characters’ points of view 

and the reader gets insight into each of the characters, major and minor. In the second part 

of the novel, there are three chapters narrated in the first person from the perspective of 

Sethe, Beloved and Denver. In addition, Morrison uses a non-chronological narration. She 

switches back and forth between the present and the past via flashbacks and stories.  The 

present and the past are tightly connected in the novel and often blend into each other. 

   The story begins in Cincinnati in 1873. Sethe lives with her daughter Denver in a 

house which appears to be haunted by the ghost of Sethe’s dead baby. They are the only 

two people left in the house after Sethe’s two sons were driven out of there by the para-

normal force, and her mother-in-law Baby Suggs died eight years ago.  

 One day, Paul D, a former slave who worked at the same plantation as Sethe, ar-

rives. He and Sethe reminisce about their past at the Sweet Home plantation and Seth al-

lows him to move in. They become a couple and Paul D begins making changes in the 

household. He forces the ghost away and makes Denver leave the house for the first time 

in years.  

 Soon after, a mysterious woman appears in front of their house. She does not know 

where she came from but claims to be called Beloved. Sethe feels drawn to her and lets her  

move in the house with them. Everyone believes Beloved to be Sethe’s dead daughter. 

Denver in particular grows attached to her. At the same time, Beloved becomes obsessed 

with Sethe. Paul D is irritated with Beloved but she controls him by seduction. Paul D 

eventually moves out but not until he learns new information about Sethe’s past.  

 After Sweet Home’s relatively benevolent owner Mr. Garner died, the plantation 

fell into care of a cruel man called schoolteacher. Sethe was forced to endure terrible 
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treatment so she decided to escape. However, the master found her and attempted to re-

claim her and her children. Sethe grabbed all of them and ran into a tool shed. Rather than 

turning them in, she tried to kill all the children with a saw, but only succeeded in killing 

her oldest daughter. 

 With Paul D’s departure, Beloved grows even more demanding. She is manipulat-

ive, clingy and borderline abusive. However, Sethe is eager to satisfy all of her needs. She 

spoils and coddles her out of guilt which Beloved uses to her advantage. It goes as far as 

Sethe getting fired from her job. Soon there is no food in the house and Denver begins to 

get worried about her mother. She gets the courage to leave the house and seeks help from 

her former teacher Lady Jones.  

 The whole community is willing to help Denver and Sethe. They provide them with 

food and help Denver to get a job. Eventually, the women of the town unite to exorcise 

Beloved out of the house. When they arrive, they find Sethe and Beloved who is now satis-

fied and pregnant on the porch. At the same time, Denver’s new white employer stops by 

to pick her up. The delirious Sethe mistakes him for schoolteacher who came to reclaim 

her children and attacks him. The women pacify her and Beloved disappears for good. 

 The novel ends with Paul D returning and pledging his love for Sethe. Meanwhile 

Denver becomes a full-fledged member of the community. 

4.3.2 Sethe  

 Sethe is the protagonist of the novel around whom the entire plot revolves. Sethe’s 

life is completely defined by slavery. She was born to a slave who she remembers very 

little of and she herself was sold to the slaveholder Mr. Garner when she was only thirteen. 

Even after finally reaching freedom, she is haunted by painful memories, unable to live an 

ordinary life. She tries to suppress the memories but they are brought back by Paul D’s 

arrival. In Beloved, Morrison focuses on what it meant to be a black woman at the time of 

slavery in America, specifically a black mother. 

 Motherhood is a crucial theme in this novel, especially in relation to the character 

of Sethe. The intense love she gives to her children is a result of the lack of love she ex-

perienced as a child. Sethe and her mother had no opportunity to develop a bond. Sethe’s 

mother worked in a rice field from dawn till dusk and Sethe was looked after by another 

woman. It is also emphasized Sethe was not nursed by her mother but by a stranger. Nurs-
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ing is an important issue throughout the novel, it is described as an essential part of the 

mother-child relationship. Sethe’s only memory of her mother is the brief moment behind 

the smokehouse where her mother showed her a burnt mark on her skin to identify her 

body in case her face is unrecognizable. She also remembers being pulled away from her 

dead mother’s body by a woman called Nan as she was searching for the mark. Sethe’s 

mother was a slave repeatedly raped by white men who impregnated her numerous times. 

She threw away all of the babies except Sethe because her father was the only black man 

she was with and the only one who she “put her arms around” (Morrison, 1987, p. 62). It is 

stated that Sethe was not impressed when she learned this about her mother from Nan, not 

realizing the physical and emotional suffering her mother had to endure. The adult Sethe, 

however, feels anger, most likely because she views the story from a different perspective 

of a mother. Her mother saved her over the numerous other babies but the detachment 

caused by slavery resulted in Sethe barely remembering her. Moreover, Sethe’s mother’s 

unfortunate numerous pregnancies by rape are juxtaposed with Sethe’s “amazing luck of 

six whole years of marriage to that ‘somebody’ son who had fathered every one of her 

children” (Morrison, 1987, p. 23). Morrison emphasizes the fact that nurturing was some-

thing close to luxury for a black mother bound by slavery. They were not even allowed to 

do such basic things as breast feeding their own children.  

 The non-existent relationship with her mother prompts Sethe to approach mother-

hood in the opposite way. She becomes absolutely devoted to her children. After they leave 

for Cincinnati, she refuses to abandon them by staying behind and risks her life trying to 

escape. Her devotion is hard to comprehend by others. Baby Suggs would not love her 

younger children because she knew they would be taken away eventually and therefore it 

was not worth it. Paul D remarks that “for a used-to-be-slave woman to love anything that 

much was dangerous, especially if it was her children she had settled on to love” (Morri-

son, 1987, p. 45). However, for Sethe, her children are a part of herself without which she 

feels incomplete. She considers nursing the most vital part of creating a connection with 

her children. As a slave, she possesses nothing, including freedom, so milk is the only 

thing she can give to her children. As a result, she believes schoolteacher stealing her milk 

to be more devastating violation than being brutally beaten and raped by his nephews while 

pregnant.  

 The idea of letting her children live in slavery is so inconceivable to her that she 

rather decides to kill them all to save them from that life. “... anybody white could take 
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your whole self for anything that came to mind. Not just work, kill, or maim you, but dirty 

you. Dirty you so bad you couldn’t like yourself anymore. Dirty you so bad you forgot 

who you were and couldn’t think it up. And though she and others lived through and got 

over it, she could never let it happen to her own“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 251). Sethe’s horrify-

ing act is not dissimilar from Eva Peace’s proof of her intense love. They both end up kill-

ing their children in order to release them from a worthless life on Earth. Similarly to Eva, 

Sethe is also judged by others for it but feels to have made the right choice. The moral am-

biguity created by Morrison makes the reader question who to sympathize with. The com-

munity and Paul D’s response to Sethe’s infanticide seems understandable. On the other 

hand, given the circumstances of the event, it is easy to understand Sethe’s motive as well. 

Sethe is punished by having to spend the following eighteen years in solitude. She also has 

to witness Baby Suggs and Denver suffering from the consequences of her crime. The guilt 

building inside her starts eventually consuming her, personified in the character of Be-

loved. 

 Sethe turns all of her attention to Beloved, desperately trying to make her under-

stand the reason behind her death. She is pleading for forgiveness, “counting, listing again 

and again her reasons: that Beloved was more important, meant more to her than her own 

life. That she would trade places any day. Give up her life, every minute and hour of it, to 

take back just one of Beloved’s tears” (Morrison, 1987, p. 242). It is not enough for Be-

loved, she demands more and more until Sethe stops caring about anything else including 

Denver and herself. On the other hand, Beloved’s parasitic character eventually helps 

Sethe to cope with her past she was trying to suppress so hard at the beginning. Sethe’s 

determination to satisfy all Beloved’s needs forces her to answer Beloved’s constant per-

sonal questions. Sethe has no choice but to finally deal with the past which came back to 

haunt her. At the end, she learns to forgive herself with the help from Paul D and instead of 

being stuck in the past, she begins to live in the present. “Sethe, me and you, we got more 

yesterday that anybody. We need some kind of tomorrow” (Morrison, 1987, p. 273). 

 Morrison plays with the concept of rememory. The word is used several times 

throughout the book. According to Rushdy’s (2003, p. 7) explanation, rememory is a 

memory which survives at the place where the individual experience occurred. The experi-

ence that one person had can be shared by another person at another time. Thus it is a way 

for people to share each other’s prior experiences. In other words, Morrison makes a point 

about the past blending with the present. In Beloved, Sethe explains the concept to Denver 
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like this: “Someday you be walking down the road and you hear something or see some-

thing going on. So clear. And you think it’s you thinking it up. A thought picture. But no. 

It’s when you bump into a rememory that belongs to somebody else. Where I was before I 

came here, that place is real. It’s never going away. Even if the whole farm—every tree 

and grass blade of it dies. The picture is still there and what’s more, if you go there—you 

who never was there—if you go there and stand in the place where it was, it will happen 

again; it will be there for you, waiting for you” (Morrison, 1987, p. 36). Deeply trauma-

tized by the memories of her infanticide, Sethe suppresses them and protects Denver from 

getting to them by never talking about the incident. She is certain the experience she had at 

the place are still very much present there and had Denver ever came to the place, she 

would be forced to relive the whole event. 

 In truth, Sethe can try to hide her memories in the back of her mind but the cluster 

of scars resembling a chokecherry tree on her back are a constant reminder of the burden 

she has to carry. The tree is a symbol of the physical suffering of black men and women 

during slavery. For Sethe in particular, the scars serve as a reminder of schoolteacher’s 

cruel treatment of her. The moment she got the scars she was quite literary beaten like an 

animal, completely stripped of humanity by the white master. Moreover, Sethe associates 

trees with the numerous dead bodies of slaves lifelessly hanging from them. However, 

there is irony to it as she describes the trees they are hanging from as “the most beautiful 

sycamores in the world“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 6). The natural beauty of the Sweet Home 

plantation is juxtaposed with the atrocities that were happening there. 

 In comparison to The Bluest Eye and Sula, Beloved is richer in number of white 

characters. By including interactions between white and black people, Morrison paints a 

picture of the social hierarchy at the time. The passage where Sethe overhears school-

teacher comparing her to an animal represents the general dehumanization of African-

Americans by white people. Schoolteacher’s conviction that Sethe is nothing but a breeder 

was further proven by him violently taking her milk as if he was milking a cow. Sethe was 

not viewed as a human therefore her feelings were never taken into consideration by him. 

Morrison also explores a different kind of a slaveholder. Mr. Garner seems benevolent, 

making his slave feel like men, allowing them to suggest improvements for the plantation, 

to choose a wife and a horse, handle a gun etc. His approach seems much more human than 

schoolteacher’s. Regardless, he is still a slaveholder who benefits from the institution and 

his pride in calling his slaves “men” is more rooted in hypocrisy as his true intention is to 
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prove his own masculinity. His wife shows her superiority over Sethe when Sethe asks her 

about a wedding and Mrs. Garner laughs at her in a condescending way. She also insists on 

calling Baby Suggs “Jenny”, the name written on her sale ticket. Mrs. Garner presents her-

self as a good woman as far as her treatment of slaves is concerned. Nevertheless she turns 

to her cruel brother-in-law to manage the farm after her husband’s death because she does 

not want to be the only white person there. The Bodwin siblings are abolitionists and there-

fore viewed as “the good whites.” Their intentions are inherently good but they hold power 

over the black people in town which was given to them as a result of their white privilege. 

Contrary to the black people, they own homes as well as jobs, meaning the African-

Americans are dependent on them. In addition, their alliance with black people is limited 

as proven by the racist stereotypical figurine displayed in their house or Mr. Bodwin call-

ing the abolitionist movement “the good years.” Finally, a white girl called Amy is intro-

duced. The position of an African-American woman in society is nicely depicted in her 

interaction with Sethe. Although Amy is a poor girl previously mistreated by other white 

people just like Sethe, she is clearly aware of her superior position of a white woman and 

especially of her freedom: “I got more business here ’n you got. They catch you they cut 

your head off. Ain’t nobody after me but I know somebody after you” (Morrison, 1987, p. 

78). Robinson and Fulkerson (2016) also point out the fact that although being tormented, 

Amy was never treated as an animal or forced to breed children in contrast to Sethe. 

4.3.3 Denver 

 After Sethe’s sons Buglar and Howard were driven out of the house by the super-

natural force several years earlier, the eighteen year-old Denver is the only child left. She 

is portrayed as an intelligent and strong-minded young lady but the isolation she was 

forced to live in because of her mother caused she emotionally appears much younger than 

she is. She feels lonely as a result of being abandoned by her brothers and her grandmother 

and completely avoided by her peers. The only companions she has are her mother and the 

ghost of her dead sister. Her fixation on her mother who calls her a “charmed child” results 

in a childish and self-centred behaviour. She is quite rude to Paul D when he first appears 

at their house because the conversation shifts from her to his and Sethe’s common past at 

Sweet Home. There is only one story from her mother’s past she enjoys and it is that of her 

birth. She despises listening to Sethe’s past where Denver does not exist yet. Denver never 

leaves the house to explore the life outside of it. Instead she is trapped in and haunted by 
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Sethe’s past just like her mother. Her potential is lost in the solitude she endures and her 

identity is shaped by Sethe and her past experience until Beloved’s arrival. 

 Denver feels connected to the ghost of her sister from the beginning. Although ac-

knowledging it is the reason behind people avoiding their house, she enjoys its presence. 

Despite everyone having a bad feeling about the haunted house, calling it spiteful and evil, 

Denver finds pleasure in its mystical element. She had eventually “taught herself to take 

pride in the condemnation Negroes heaped on them“ (Morrison, 1987, p.37). Her connec-

tion to the ghost is amplified by the fact that she was breastfed by Sethe immediately after 

Sethe killed her sister, swallowing her blood along with the milk. After Beloved arrives in 

a form of a young woman, Denver is no longer the only one who has developed a connec-

tion to her. On the contrary, now she has to share her with Sethe. Denver initially feels 

very protective of Beloved. As attached as Denver is to her mother, she also confesses to 

be afraid of her: “I love my mother but I know she killed one of her own daughters, and 

tender as she is with me, I’m scared of her because of it“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 205). Conse-

quently she promises to protect Beloved from Sethe and warns her not to love her too 

much. Denver’s obsession with Beloved perhaps also lies in the absence of her father she 

never knew. In the beginning she expresses annoyance with Paul D when he starts talking 

about her father Halle. It is because in her eyes, his absence belonged to Baby Suggs, Sethe 

and Paul D, but as she never got to know him, “her own father’s absence was not hers” 

(Morrison, 1987, p. 13). In contrast, “whatever her power and however she used it, Be-

loved was hers” (Morrison, 1987, p. 104). Denver’s feeling of having something on her 

own overshadows her love for Sethe so much she is ready to choose Beloved over her. 

Thus when she witnesses Beloved choking Sethe in the woods, she hesitates before inter-

fering. She later confronts Beloved but in fear of losing her, she makes a decision to forget 

about it. 

 The situation Denver lives in feels ironic. Her mother was so desperately trying to 

save her from life in slavery but the isolation and loneliness related to Sethe’s memories of 

it made her feel somewhat enslaved.  The mental enslavement by her mother’s haunting 

past as well as her dead sister’s spirit caused Denver deflected the focus off her own ex-

periences onto Sethe’s. However, with Beloved’s arrival, she starts to recall her own 

memories. She reminisces about the time she used to take lessons from Lady Jones as a 

child. As she remembers, “she was seven, and those two hours in the afternoon were pre-

cious to her” (Morrison, 1987, 102). This is perhaps the last time Denver was truly happy. 
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Besides other things, the passage suggests the academic potential she has. She is excited to 

learn new things from Lady Jones, to expand her knowledge and most importantly, to build 

a character. Sadly, her studies are disrupted one day when one of her classmates confronts 

her about her mother's time in jail, stressing the fact that Denver had to go there with her. 

After this incident, Denver stops socializing with people outside of her house. Moreover, 

she goes deaf in order not to be able to hear about her mother anymore. “She walked in 

silence too solid for penetration“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 103). Her hearing returns only after 

the ghost arrives. 

 Beloved’s presence fills Denver with a tremendous joy and happiness at first. They 

have fun, playing games and enjoying each other’s company for a whole month. Gradually, 

she starts being excluded from Beloved and Sethe’s affairs. Firstly she assumes Sethe is 

the one to blame. She watches the two, “alert for any sign that Beloved was in danger” 

(Morrison, 1978, p. 240). However, she soon recognizes the danger Beloved represents 

when the dynamic between her and Sethe changes drastically. As she watches her mother 

transforming into a completely different person – exhausted, famished and wretched, she 

decides to put a stop to it. This moment in the novel represents Denver’s loss of innocence. 

She finally gathers enough courage to act on her own, independently of her mother. More-

over, she finally sees her mother’s actions from a different perspective. She realizes Sethe 

was forced to do what she did because she was a victim of the large oppressive institution. 

It was important for Denver to stop dwelling on this single act and instead understand it as 

a part of a larger narrative (Rushdy, 1999, p. 51). She overcomes her fear and leaves the 

house encouraged by the spirit of her grandmother. Her transformation from a child to a 

woman happens in Lady Jones’s house. She calls Denver a baby and it is this word that 

“inaugurated her life in the world as a woman” (Morrison, 1987, p. 248). Her situation 

evokes pity in the neighbours and they provide her with enough food to keep Beloved and 

Sethe alive. Denver takes over the household, doing all the choirs, getting food and looking 

after them but gets nothing in return. She eventually comes to the conclusion that “some-

body had to be saved, but unless Denver got work, there would be no one to save, no one 

to come home to, and no Denver either” (Morrison, 1987, p. 252). This sudden need for 

self-preservation is an important milestone in Denver’s identity development. Her maturity 

is further evident in her conversation with Paul D at the end of the novel which differs sig-

nificantly to the rude and childish way she talked to him at the beginning. Moreover, when 

Paul D says “If you want my opinion-“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 267), she interrupts him stating 
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she has her own opinions now. Denver’s loss of innocence happens much later than for 

example Pecola’s in The Bluest Eye. The circumstances that surround her do not force her 

to face her sexuality as early as Pecola or Frieda therefore she remains a child for a long 

time before she enters womanhood. 

 Denver's character can be interpreted as a symbol of hope in the novel. She is born 

on the border separating the free territory from slavery, therefore she is partially trapped in 

her mother's horrific past but at the same time she represents a brighter future ahead. At the 

beginning of the novel, Denver is stuck in one place unable to develop as a person, but at 

the end, she finds her ‘self’ independent from anyone else, manages to rejoin the society 

and proves that there is a life beyond slavery and a hopeful future for everyone. 

4.3.4 Beloved 

 The sentence “Anything dead coming back to life hurts“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 35) 

delivered by Amy Denver perfectly epitomizes the character of Beloved and essentially the 

whole premise of the novel. The novel is named after her but the true identity of the char-

acter remains ambiguous. Beloved can be interpreted in numerous ways. She might be just 

a runaway slave as Sethe initially assumes. Sethe might be simply projecting her own pain 

onto a peculiar stranger. She might be feeling drawn to her because she sees herself in her. 

“Feel how it feels to be a colored woman roaming the roads with anything God made liable 

to jump on you” (Morrison, 1987, p. 33) she says to Paul D when he expresses his doubt 

about this woman. But the most common interpretation is that Beloved is an embodied 

spirit of the daughter Sethe murdered, the one who has been haunting her house for the 

past decade. In fact, there is enough evidence to prove this theory.  

 The first strange thing Sethe notices is Beloved’s name. It is the same name she had 

engraved on the headstone in exchange for ten-minute long sexual intercourse with the 

engraver. Furthermore, the girl seems to be the age her daughter would be now if she was 

alive. Beloved begins evoking Sethe’s old memories since the first moment, but Sethe does 

not submit to the idea of her dead baby coming back until later. She does notice Beloved’s 

smooth hands and legs but brushes any doubts off unlike Paul D, who is bothered by Be-

loved’s “shining and new shoes” (Morrison, 1987, p. 66). The strangest things seem to be 

her knowledge of Sethe’s song she specifically made up to sing to her children and crystal 

earrings she received from Mrs. Garner which not even Denver knew about. Consequently, 

the perceptive Denver becomes the first person to suspect Beloved to be her reincarnated 
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sister. The theory that Beloved is in fact Sethe’s daughter is further amplified by Sethe and 

Beloved’s very first encounter. “For some reason she could not immediately account for, 

the moment she got close enough to see the face, Sethe’s bladder filled to capacity [...] like 

flooding the boat when Denver was born” (Morrison, 1987, p. 51). Beloved first introduc-

tion when she was seen walking out of water, followed by Sethe’s sudden urge to urinate 

suggests the dead baby’s rebirth. She also has a scar on her neck at the same spot Sethe slit 

her daughter's throat eighteen years earlier. 

 Furthermore, the woman possesses the characteristics of an infant.  Apart from her 

smooth baby-like skin, the greediness in her drinking is similar to a baby's gulping while 

being nursed, her legs are too weak for walking and the sentence “she was resting her head 

in the palm of her hand as though it was too heavy for a neck alone“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 

56) suggests the little control infants have over their head. Additionally, she craves sweets 

just like young children. She requires to be fed constantly, except she does not only crave 

food, but mostly stories from Sethe's past (Bloom, 2004, p. 23). 

 Sethe and Baby Suggs made a deal to never speak of the past, especially in front of 

Denver, because the memories were too painful. Regardless, when Beloved asks Sethe to 

tell her stories, she finds herself “wanting to, liking it“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 58). Beloved 

helps Sethe remember things she believed to have forgotten. For example, she does not 

remember the language her mother spoke but she recalls the message Nan passed on her. 

Sethe keeps feeding Beloved the stories but Beloved reveals nothing about herself. She 

acts very mysteriously throughout the novel which makes Paul D resent her. He finds her 

vague character suspicious which results in a conflict between him and Sethe who feels 

protective of Beloved. Beloved becomes completely dependent on Sethe, following her 

around and watching her every move. Their relationship begins to be toxic and parasitic. 

 Simultaneously, Denver forms an unhealthy attachment to Beloved. Her theory that 

Beloved is her reborn sister is confirmed when she asks her about the place she came from 

and Beloved answers: “Nothing to breathe down there and no room to move in. […] A lot 

of people is down there. Some is dead“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 75). Beloved clearly describes 

the world beyond life, giving the novel a horror undertone. Denver whose identity has al-

ways been connected to her mother suddenly starts conflating it with Beloved's. At the 

same time, Beloved conflates her identity with Sethe's. When Beloved seduces Paul D, it 

might be due to this particular reason. Another explanation is she simply wants to hurt 
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Sethe because “she left [her] behind, by [herself]“ (Morrison, 1987, p. 75) in the darkness. 

According to Borey (2000), the struggle of forming and owning one's identity was a heavy 

issue among black slaves during slavery. To a certain level, Beloved helps Denver eventu-

ally find her own identity, when she separates her from Sethe and excludes her from their 

affairs towards the end of the novel.  

 The second part of the novel contains a chapter narrated from Beloved’s perspec-

tive. She describes the place where she comes from. The imagery changes – she can see 

clouds and water, night and day. “Daylight comes through the cracks” (Morrison, 1987, p. 

210). There are people who frighten her as well as horrifying images - men without skin, 

dead bodies piled together, people defecating themselves et cetera. Beloved is crouching 

along with everyone else, unable to escape. Eventually, she sees Sethe’s face and she 

wants to join: “I am gone now I am her face” (Morrison, 1987, p. 213). Finally, she 

emerges from the water. This passage is written as a stream of consciousness, thus it feels 

more intense than any of the previous chapters. Beloved is clearly used here as a symbol of 

the immense suffering of African slaves. The description Morrison gives resembles the 

conditions in which slaves were forced to live during the Middle Passage - a voyage hu-

man cargo ships made from Africa to America. Morrison gives a voice to the millions of 

victims of the transatlantic trade via Beloved. 

 Although being mostly depicted as a negative character (sucking the life out of 

Sethe, seducing Paul D and separating Denver from her mother), Beloved played a signifi-

cant part in all the other characters’ lives. Not only did her actions lead Denver to leave the 

house and find her independent self, but most importantly she also helped Sethe cope with 

the painful memories that had been haunting her for eighteen years. Furthermore, she 

unites the community which was shattered before she entered the scene. Thus, she is a rep-

resentation of hope that no matter how painful the past was, there is always a possibility of 

a bright future. 
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5 THE USE OF TONI MORRISON’S NOVEL S IN AN ENGLISH 

CLASS 

 When choosing a specific book for an English literature lesson it is always neces-

sary to take the age of the students into consideration. Based on this information the 

teacher can adjust the lesson according to their speaking level, comprehension skills, spe-

cial needs and other aspects. The course of the lesson as well as the choice of materials 

used in it will differ with younger learners, adolescents and adult learners. Before the les-

son we should consider what message we want to send and what aims we want to reach at 

the end. Motivation is another important factor we should consider while preparing a les-

son plan. Choosing suitable teaching methods and techniques keeps the learners interested. 

 The book should always be chosen appropriately according to its themes as well. 

Topics such as race or sexual abuse can be too sensitive for some students so it is better if 

the teacher is familiar with the individual students in their class. The teacher should adjust 

the atmosphere in the classroom as well and encourage the learners to share their opinions 

while letting them know all opinions are welcome no matter how different they may be.  

 As previous chapters suggest, Toni Morrison’s novels in particular deal with topics 

such as race, gender inequality, poverty and interpersonal relationships. Some of the 

themes might be more relatable to the readers than others. However, the purpose of the 

lesson on Toni Morrison’s work is to introduce a different culture to the audience. The 

main aim is to make the learners view racial and gender issues perhaps from a different 

perspective while pointing out the similarities between the problems of the 19th to early 

20th century and today. Learners will find it easier to understand the book if they find the 

characters or situations relatable to a certain degree. 

 Below are three lesson plans focused on the three respective novels – The Bluest 

Eye, Sula and Beloved. The first lesson plan concentrates mostly on the concept of beauty 

standards and their impact on women. The second lesson plan focuses on the relationships 

between the characters in Sula, and lastly the topic of the third lesson plan is racism and 

the question of freedom in Beloved. Extracts from the books are attached in the appendix. 
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5.1 Lesson plan 1 

Topic of the lesson: Beauty standards in The Bluest Eye 

Age of the learners: 15-16 

Number of the learners: 12 

Materials: the novel The Bluest Eye, magazines, whiteboard, printed copies of the selected 

passages from the book 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Objectives:  

• the students actively participate in the discussion and group work 

• the students interpret the text in order to discuss and predict the story, characteriza-

tion and themes 

• the students comment on the issues of beauty standards, racism, self-worth 

• the students apply the topics of the book to the present situation   

Warm-up activity (10 minutes): 

Brainstorming: What would the most beautiful person in the world look like? The students 

will have two minutes to write down as many words describing the most beautiful person 

in the world as they imagine them as possible. I will then write the word “beautiful” on the 

whiteboard and ask the students to read their ideas out loud. I will write them on the white-

board for the students to compare. I expect the students to have similar ideas focused 

mostly on the physical side of the person described.  

Discussion (25 minutes):  

Before we begin the discussion, I will show the students a few popular contemporary 

magazines and tell them to focus on the pictures in them. 

Questions for the discussion: 

Which physical type of a person prevails in the magazines? 

Have beauty standards changed since the 1940s? 

Who determines what is or is not beautiful? 

How do beauty standards affect one’s self-worth? 
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Imagine you are a dark skinned girl living during the end of the Great Depression. What 

kinds of problems could you face? 

Reading of the selected parts of the novel (30 minutes): 

The students will receive a printed version of the prologue from the novel along with a 

dictionary to look up any unfamiliar words or expressions. They will read the text silently.  

Group work: After reading the text the students will get in groups of three to answer the 

following questions: Why do you think Morrison decided to open the novel with the Dick 

and Jane story and why is it repeated three times? Who do you think is the narrator of the 

novel? Who is the protagonist? Can you predict what happens further in the novel? 

Then they will proceed to read the second text (appendix 1). Before reading, I will explain 

who Shirley Temple and Bojangles were. 

Discussion after reading (20 minutes):  

Questions:  

How does the Dick and Jane story differ from Pecola’s family situation?  

Can you see any similarities between the two?  

Why do you think Pecola and Frieda adore Shirley Temple so much? Why does the narra-

tor Claudia hate her?  

Do you think racism is still an issue today?  

Have you ever witnessed someone being bullied because of their race or poverty?  

Conclusion (5 minutes): 

Reflection of the lesson: I ask students what they liked about the lesson, whether there is 

anything they would change and what important lesson they learned from it. 

Homework: Rewrite the text from Pecola’s point of view. 

5.2 Lesson plan 2 

Topic of the lesson: Interpretation of Toni Morrison’s Sula 

Age of the learners: 18-19 

Number of the learners: 12 
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Materials: the novel Sula, exercise books 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Objectives:  

• the students actively participate in the discussion and they work with a partner 

• the students interpret the text in order to discuss the story, characters and themes 

• the students act out a passage from the book 

• the students suggest an alternate ending to the story 

Introduction (10 minutes): The students’ task for the lesson was to read the novel Sula. 

For opening I would like to ask them about their overall thoughts and impressions about 

the book. 

Work in pairs (15 minutes): The students work in pairs. Their task is to write down char-

acteristics of a good friend/friendship. When they are finished, they share their ideas with 

the rest of the class. 

Discussion (25 minutes):  

Questions:  

Can you recall any of the characteristics mentioned in the class being represented in the 

novel?  

Sula and Nel are very different in nature. Why do you think they are drawn to each other? 

How would the story differ if Sula and Nel were men? 

How would the story go if Nel was raised by Hannah and Eva while Sula was raised by 

Helene? 

Who did you sympathize with while reading the novel? Was there a strictly good or bad 

character? 

Was the reaction of the community to Sula justified? 

Drama activity (25 minutes): The students are divided into groups of three and asked to 

act out one of the scenes from the novel. The rest of the class will try to guess which part 

they are acting out. 

Speaking activity (10 minutes): The students are asked to come up with an alternate end-

ing of the story.  
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Conclusion (5 minutes):  

Reflection of the lesson: I ask students what they liked about the lesson, whether there is 

anything they would change and what important lesson they learned from it. 

Homework: Write an essay (200-300 words) about the concept of motherhood in the novel 

Sula. 

5.3 Lesson plan 3 

Topic of the lesson: Racism and the question of freedom in Beloved 

Age of the learners: 15-16 

Number of the learners: 12 

Materials: data projector + pictures of the slave era, 4 pieces of paper, markers, printed 

copies of the excerpt from the novel 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Objectives:  

• the students actively participate in the discussion and group work 

• the students interpret the text in order to discuss the story, characters and themes 

• the students comment on the issues of slavery, racism, freedom and the current 

situation of African-Americans 

Introduction (5 minutes): At the beginning of the lesson, I will show the students various 

pictures of black people at the time of slavery in the USA using the data projector.  

Group work (20 minutes): The students are divided into small groups and each group 

receives a blank sheet of paper. Their task is to think about how black people were treated 

during the slave era and how they are treated nowadays and write their ideas down. Each 

group will present their ideas in front of the classroom. After the presentations, the students 

will comment on each other’s presentations and compare the ideas of each group.  

Discussion before reading (20 minutes): The students will answer the following ques-

tions: 

What does freedom mean to you? 

What do you think freedom meant to black women at the time of slavery? 
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Is losing freedom worse than dying? 

To what lengths are you willing to go to protect the people you love? 

Reading the extract (15 minutes): The students will silently read the selected passage 

from the novel (appendix 2). 

Discussion after reading (25 minutes):  

Do you think Sethe was justified in killing her child?  

How would you react if you were in Sethe’s situation? 

Can Sethe ever move on from her past? 

Was the situation during the slave era the same for black men and black women?  

What do you think about Morrison’s portrayal of white people? How has the issue of ra-

cism changed in the last hundred/fifty/ten years? Do black people have equal rights to 

white people now? 

Can you think of a situation in your life when you weren’t feeling free? How did it make 

you feel? 

Conclusion (5 minutes): 

Reflection of the lesson: I ask students what they liked about the lesson, whether there is 

anything they would change and what important lesson they learned from it. 

Homework: Write a letter to Sethe (50-100 words). Tell her what you think about what she 

did and try to give her advice. 
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CONCLUSION 

 The thesis deals with the concept of black womanhood in Toni Morrison’s fiction. 

Black experience is the primary focus of most of Toni Morrison’s novels. She particularly 

explores complexity of female characters in her books, focusing on their femininity in rela-

tion to race and identity. The aim of this thesis was to introduce the work of Toni Morrison 

in context of African-American literature and to analyze individual women characters in 

three of her selected novels – The Bluest Eye, Sula and Beloved.  

 The first part of the thesis is theoretical and focuses on the introduction of Toni 

Morrison. The first chapter contains a general overview of African-American women writ-

ers. It was discovered that the main subject of their work has always been a fight for their 

place in a predominantly white male world. They also share interest in depicting interper-

sonal relationships, such as those between men and women, mothers and daughters or 

women and God. African-American women used literature as a way to celebrate their 

blackness but most importantly to share their experience of being one of the most op-

pressed groups in history. 

 The second chapter deals with Toni Morrison’s life and literary work. Her journey 

from working as an editor in New York to becoming a world famous author is illustrated 

and her literary work is listed in a chronological order. Morrison often uses her own ex-

periences with racism, poverty and women issues in her novels as well as experiences of 

other people she has encountered. 

 Finally, the third chapter concentrates on the main themes of Toni Morrison’s nov-

els which often recur and can also be found in the three selected books. Firstly, it is the 

theme of racism which is not only portrayed as oppression from white people, but also as 

an issue within the black community. The second theme which is often included in Morri-

son’s novels is womanhood and women’s sexuality. This topic is heavily represented in all 

three novels in terms of loss of innocence, stereotypes and sexual oppression. Motherhood 

and quest for identity are other important themes in The Bluest Eye, Sula and Beloved. 

Morrison makes a point about black women struggling to find their true “selves” after the 

Civil War and in the midst of racial segregation. Toni Morrison is also known for being a 

folklorist, thus the topic of myth and African folklore is explored as well. 

 The second part of the thesis is analytical. Individual female characters of each se-

lected novel were thoroughly analyzed with the primary focus on their womanhood. In The 
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Bluest Eye, it was found that the mother-daughter relationship is a crucial factor in building 

one’s identity, especially in a black society. Support from family and community along 

with personal strength are important aspects of achieving self-acceptance in a white-

dominated world. This was proven with comparison of the characters of Pecola and Clau-

dia and their respective mothers who provided them with very different upbringing. 

 Similarly to The Bluest Eye, Sula is also a coming-of-age story about two young 

girls. There is a certain parallel between the main characters as well. Sula and Pecola are 

both drowning in loneliness caused by the cold relationships they have with their mothers. 

Moreover, they both become the targets in their communities due to their uniqueness. Sula 

represents a woman who refuses to submit herself to conventions and stereotypes that were 

forced upon black women in the 1930’s. She has to pay a high price for her independency. 

In comparison, her best friend Nel yields to the pressure of society but struggles to find her 

identity. 

 In regards to Beloved, it is quite obvious why the novel is considered to have a big 

cultural value. Morrison pays tribute to the victims of the institution of slavery by writing 

an allegorical figure, Beloved, who represents the painful history of African-American 

people invading their present. However, Morrison is optimistic and in the end allows her 

characters to collectively heal. In terms of womanhood, the main character Sethe is ini-

tially unable to separate herself from her children. Contrary to Pauline Breedlove’s charac-

ter from The Bluest Eye, who did not care about her children, Sethe is a mother before she 

is a human. Her love for her children is so strong that she decides to kill them before hand-

ing them back to the master. Consequently, the ghost of her deceased child haunts her 

house and the community distances themselves from her. There is a similarity between 

Sethe and Eva Peace from Sula, who also killed her child in order to save him from a 

worthless life. Eventually, Sethe is able to cope with her past and find her identity. 

 In conclusion, the main characters from all three novels have to face the struggle of 

being outcasts in their respective communities. As a result, they all feel lonely and struggle 

to find their identities. While Pecola and Sula never fit in, Sethe manages to rejoin the 

community in the end. Morrison explores the destructive nature of racism in each of the 

books – for Pecola and Pauline it is the imposing of white beauty standards on black 

women, for Sula and Nel it is the stereotypes African-American women had to endure and 

for Sethe it is the dehumanization of black women that was common in the 19th century.  
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APPENDIXES 

Appendix 1 
 Cholly Breedlove, then, a renting black, having put his family outdoors, had cata-

pulted himself beyond the reaches of human consideration. He had joined the animals; 

was, indeed, an old dog, a snake, a ratty nigger. Mrs. Breedlove was staying with the 

woman she worked for; the boy, Sammy, was with some other family; and Pecola was to 

stay with us. Cholly was in jail.  

 She came with nothing. No little paper bag with the other dress, or a nightgown, or 

two pair of whitish cotton bloomers. She just appeared with a white woman and sat down. 

 We had fun in those few days Pecola was with us. Frieda and I stopped fighting 

each other and concentrated on our guest, trying hard to keep her from feeling outdoors.  

 When we discovered that she clearly did not want to dominate us, we liked her. She 

laughed when I clowned for her, and smiled and accepted gracefully the food gifts my sis-

ter gave her.  

 “Would you like some graham crackers?”  

 “I don’t care.”  

 Frieda brought her four graham crackers on a saucer and some milk in a blue-and-

white Shirley Temple cup. She was a long time with the milk, and gazed fondly at the sil-

houette of Shirley Temple’s dimpled face. Frieda and she had a loving conversation about 

how cute Shirley Temple was. I couldn’t join them in their adoration because I hated 

Shirley. Not because she was cute, but because she danced with Bojangles, who was my 

friend, my uncle, my daddy, and who ought to have been soft-shoeing it and chuckling 

with me. Instead he was enjoying, sharing, giving a lovely dance thing with one of those 

little white girls whose socks never slid down under their heels.  

(MORRISON, T. The Bluest Eye. New York: Penguin Books, 1970. ISBN 0452273056) 
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Appendix 2 
 Denver thought she understood the connection between her mother and Beloved: 

Sethe was trying to make up for the handsaw; Beloved was making her pay for it. But there 

would never be an end to that, and seeing her mother diminished shamed and infuriated 

her. Yet she knew Sethe’s greatest fear was the same one Denver had in the beginning—

that Beloved might leave. That before Sethe could make her understand what it meant—

what it took to drag the teeth of that saw under the little chin; to feel the baby blood pump 

like oil in her hands; to hold her face so her head would stay on; to squeeze her so she 

could absorb, still, the death spasms that shot through that adored body, plump and sweet 

with life—Beloved might leave. Leave before Sethe could make her realize that worse than 

that—far worse—was what Baby Suggs died of, what Ella knew, what Stamp saw and 

what made Paul D tremble. That anybody white could take your whole self for anything 

that came to mind. Not just work, kill, or maim you, but dirty you. Dirty you so bad you 

couldn’t like yourself anymore. Dirty you so bad you forgot who you were and couldn’t 

think it up. And though she and others lived through and got over it, she could never let it 

happen to her own. The best thing she was, was her children. Whites might dirty her all 

right, but not her best thing, her beautiful, magical best thing—the part of her that was 

clean. No undreamable dreams about whether the headless, feetless torso hanging in the 

tree with a sign on it was her husband or Paul A; whether the bubbling-hot girls in the col-

ored-school fire set by patriots included her daughter; whether a gang of whites invaded 

her daughter’s private parts, soiled her daughter’s thighs and threw her daughter out of the 

wagon. She might have to work the slaughterhouse yard, but not her daughter. 

(MORRISON, T. Beloved. New York: Penguin Books, 1987. ISBN 0452264464) 
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